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lty of the common tock to get con.
trol of the company and force the
present management out. , The disafs
fected element propese to make an appeal to the courts and indications now
point to a determined fight for the
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Bankers Association

Names New Officials.

i
Phelps-Dod- ge

The young man with whom she was
dancing had no Intimation of her Illness until, in the middle of the room,
she turned to him and said she did not
tcel well and fell.
A physician was summoned but he
pronounced the youn-- r woman dead
from an Internal hemorrhage.

Interested

Silver

In

City.

Company.
Sale of Howard CatMrd.
Accident
Philadelphia, Nov. 13. The steamtrying to
Denver, Nov. 13. Whll
ship Howard Cassard, which was built
IN FRENCH SENATE several years ago by a syndicate to SERIOUS REBELLION IN MOROCCO drive over the railroad tracks where HAS ADOPTED RETALIATORY TARIFF
EXCITEMENT
there is no crossing three employes of
trade between Key West and Cuba,
the Denver Union Water company
was put up at public tale today to satrun down by a Union Pacific train Annual
Spanish King Has Trouble Creating isfy a claim for wharfage. At the Hypnotism Used to Get Evidence From were morning.
Convention of the American
Thomas II. Stutt was
this
time she was built the Howard Casfatally injured and J. E. Madegan and
sard attracted universal attention.
a New Cabinet.
Federation of Labor.
a Negro Convict.
Ad Henderson were painfully cut and
Thousands of dollars were spent to
was
buggy
demolished
bruised.
The
tspeed,
a
on
marvel of
make her
but
and the horses crippled. The accident
first trial she proved a failure, and
IN
ROOSEVELT
HUNTING
RUBBER WORKERS STRIKE, AT CHICAGO
MISSISSIPPI her
and Wyn-her owners sold her for a trifle. Since YOUKO WOMAN DIES WHILE DANCING cccurreu nt
kcop ctrcets.
June, 1899, she has been laid up at
Si Special to The Citizen.
New Orleans, Nov. 13. When the
.Si
,
Special to The Citizen.
P;;;.i Case of Hysteria.
SS
Si
Silver City, N. M.,Nov.
American Bankers' association met to13 The
Silver1
Nov.
City,
N.
M..
concernNew Yoik, Nov.
Deaf and Blind Nun.
First
Si business men of this city are wak- - Si
day California invited the convention
city
report
reached
this
has
ing the autopsy performed on the body
New York, Nov. 13. Madeline Q.
ing up to the fact that numerous Si
to meet in San Francisco and Wash-irgto- Wallace,
through reliable information from Si cf Nellie Corcoran, the 19 year old girl
first blind and deaf wothe
St eastern Investors and hundreds of Si
invited the convention to meet man ever admitted to
closely
with
party
connected
a
a
who
Saturday
of
trance
died
after
the cloister of a
In Seattle.
company that
twenty days, are Interpreted as con- St health seekers have their eyes on St
Roman Catholic order, has taken her Si the PhelpE-DodgSi Silver City and New Mexico in Si
final vows as a s'stsr of St. Dominic at Si that company will in the near fu- X firm' ng the theory that her condition Si general,
and are going after their Si
ted the following nominations: Presi the convent in Newark. Two hundred
ture commence the erection of a Si was due to hysteria. No sign of disSi portion of It. It is conceded that St
dent, Caldwell Hardy, president of the
compaDemtng.
Si
The
smelter
at
organ.
an
ease was found In
The
friends of the young woman and cler
New Mexico will be admitted to St
Norfolk National bank of Norfolk, Va.; gymen
ny have bad this Idea In mind, It X physicians believe the girl's original
from many cities were present
first vice president, Frank G. BIgelow, at
seems,
past,
they
as
some
time
for
sleep was cauced by telfhypnotism and S the Union next month by many St
ceremony.
the
Si conservative
men here and the Si
president of the First National bank
St recently purchased considerable X
that hysteria foilowcd.
of Milwaukee; for executive counc'.l,
mining property lying In the San- - X
attention of eastern capital will St
PRINCE OF SIAM.
S be directed to New Mexico, as it Si
John Skelton Williams, president of
V ta Rita and Flerro mining dls- - X
SOCORRO ELECTION CASE.
Si never has been before.
During St
Richmond Trust and Safe Deposit comSi trlcts, which would produce hun- - Si
pany, Richmond, Va.; W. T. Fenton.
Si the past week they have been St
S dreds of tons of good smelting Si
St busy organizing a board ot trade Si
cashier Flrt National Bank of the Re- With His Suite Will Arrive Here This Si ore that would be bandied at the Si
public, Chicago; Arthur Reynolds,
Si Deming smelter.
Then at the Si Judge Baker Hearing Testimony From Si or an organization to be known Si
Si as the "Silver City Commercial Si
president Des Moines National bank,
X present time the most of the ore Si
Evening
Si Club." Its members are composed Si
and James P. Hayden, president of the
Si being shipped out of Grant coun- - Si
Socorro People.
Si of all the residents In this section Si
Whitney bank of New Orleans.
Si ty goes to the El Paso works of Si
Si of Grant county, with, the avowed St
Vice presidents representing each
Si thenmelter trust, and with a smel- - Si
AND CONTINUE ON WEST.
Si purpose of distributing advertis- - Si
state in the convention were aho nom- Si
Si ter at Deming the Phelps-Dodg- e
LIVELY ELECTION CONTEST.
Si ing matter of all descriptions over Si
iiiated.
Si people would be able to get the St
St the country and working in unl- - S
ac- - Si
on
S
shipments
big
ot
end
these
His royal hlghnets, Maha Vajira
Excitement in Chamber of Deputlef.
St son for any enterprise that will Si
Si count of the much cheaper freight Si
The Socorro county election contest Si further the Interests ot Sliver Si
Paris, Nov. 13. Intense excitement vudh, crown prince of Siam, and his X ratea and also lower smelter Si
was caused In the chamber of deputies suite, will arrive in Albuquerque at
City and the southern part of St
St case, the termination ot one of the
charges.
today by the firing of a pistol In the 6:30 th's afternoon. The early arrival Si The large reduction works own- - Si most hotly contested elections ever Si New Mexico. Each member of the
Is occupying the
lobby. The members crowded to the
club has put up an admission
to the visit to Santa Fe hav S ed by the nmelter trust and lo- - Si held in the territory,
was
scene of the shooting and 'found that ing due
Si of $5 to start the enterprise on e:5
cated in Silver City, which was Si attention of Judge Baker here today.
been declared off.
Judge McMillan of the Fifth district, Si good financial footing ' and ' a Si
an officer of a colonial regiment had
The private train carrying the royal $ closed down a few months ago. Si who
emptied his revolver Into the air while
is now holding court in Lincoln Si monthly payment of 11 will be Si
Phelps-Dodgcompany
It
the
shouting "Vive la patrie." He' Is be party was scheduled to remain here Si should push their project through St county and was at the t'me of the elec
made by each member. The club ST
fifteen,
prince
crown
minutes,
tlie
but
change of venw from St will be run on purely,) business Si
lieved to be craty. ;
was endowed "with the power to have Si at Delnlng,1 would naturally be X tion, granted a
his district to this for several reasons, Si lines and work and money will be Si
Si forced to start up again to pro-S- i
the time extended if he so desired.
Through an affidavit by Abran Abey Si expended in such a way that ben- - Si
SPANISH CABINET.
Si
St
southern
tect their Interests in
Traveling Passenger Asent W. H.
Si New Mexico and ArUOna.
St tla, an Injunction was granted enjoin Si efits in numerous ways will be de-- Si
These
Matson,
Jr.,
coast
Fe
of
the
Santa
Hitch in the Formation of the New
county commissioners Si rived In this county by Influenc- - Si
lines, arrived In the city yesterday for Si works were left Intact by the com- - Si ing the board of
Cabinet of Spain.
county from counting Si Ing Investments and Immigration, St
of
Socorro
Si
Si
pany
they
were
down
closed
when
purpose of meeting the prince and
Madrid, Nov. 13. A hitch has oc- - the party, accompanying
votes of said county. The petition al SiStSiSiSiSiStStStSiSiSiSiStStStStSi
them to the Si and could be started up without Si leged
curred in the formation of the cabinet his
that the commissioners .had
Si
St any loss of time or expense.
Canyon
journey
on
Grand
and
their
in consequence of the refusal of Senor as
opened the ballot boxes ot some fifteen
GERMAN TARIFF.
sixsiStXs;siSiSiSiStStStSiStStSts:
far as San Francisco. Mr. Matson,
precincts, and as one ot the members
Moret to relinquish the interior port who will have charge of
party, in
the
folio to Senor Romero Robledo. Pre-- : tended to bring
of the said board of commissioners was That Country Adopts a Retaliatory
to the reception.
REBELLION IN MOROCCO.
mier Sagasta, however, wishes Senor which was to them
a candidate for office at the present
Tariff Measure.
given in honor of the
be
Moret to retain the portfolio. The dis
election, the ballots might be tampered
13. The r?lchstag topost
senators,
Berlin,
African
Against
Desert
Rebel
was
Tribes
United
but
No.
States
agreement has caused friction. After poned today on account
with. Another reason set forth why day adopted by 197 to 71 votes the
import
Spanish
of
Rulers.
Their
the
an audience with King Alfonso today
be granted paragraph in the new tariff bill authorMadrid, Nov. 13. A despatch from a change of venue should
Sagasta informed the representative ant business to be transacted at Santa
very
be
to izing the government to retaliate on
expensive
was
would
It
that
'
Fe.
.s.
Tetuan; Morocco, where the Kabyte
of the Associated Press that difficulty
From the sudden change of the arrl tribes have rebelled, shows that the hear the case of contest at Lincoln, any country discriminating against
had arisen regarding the inclusion of
county seat of Lincoln.
German goods. The agrarians openly
Robledo in the cabinet, but another val of the senators and also the early situation has grown more serious. A
A motion was made to the court this affirmed that It was necessary to arm
of the prince, the royal party body ot armed Tetuanltes have been
arrival
conference will be held this afternoon will not remain as long In
the city as defeated In a fight with the rebels and morning by the defendants In the case, the government with weapons for rewith Robledo and other leaders anu It
they
would
have
done
everything compelled to retreat to town. The asking that change of venue be made prisal, especially agatsft-tt-Vrit- ri
had
is hoped that they will effect a solution
sending the case back to the court of States customs practices. Dr. Brufavorable.
been
rebels are encamped at Samoa, a half
of the crisis.
me r, national liberal, cited an instance
The crown prince was educated at hour distant from Tetuan, where all the Fifth district.
The motion was overruled by virtue In which he said that $200,000 worth
Oxford and speaks English fluently, business Is suspended. In Madrid the
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
He is up to date In all his Ideas, and la position of Europeans at Tetuan Is con- of statute, "if In any case the court of enameled goods were ordered in
good cause without expressing, Germany for New
York, but, the speakHe Will Reach Mississippi Hunting favorably with America and Ameri sidered to be not grave. Newspapers finds
cans, but like all Orientals, he abhors comment on Spain's continued HI for- injunction may be made to any other er asserted, the customs officials
Grounds This Evening.
newspapers, especially the kind that tune as again evidenced by the fact court."
"changed classification at the InMemphis, Nov. 13. The presidenThe theory of the petition was that stance of an American trust, whereare
produced in America.
A story that the country is without a cabinet
tial train arrived here over the Illinois comes
from Colorado Springs that dur at the time of such an important cri- the injunction was granted before first upon the New York importer cancelled
Central at 9:20 this morning and left ing prince's
giving notice to other parties.
stay there, as he dressed sis.
the order. It was proven to the cusfifteen minutes later for Mississippi. to
The court then gave notlve that case toms officials," said Dr. Brumer, "that
performance
attend
the
a
of
comic
For some distance this morning the opera,
up
would come
for trial this afternoon the invoice was in exact accord with
sent word to the newspaper
train run at a speed of over seventy men to he
HYPNOTISM USED.
at 3 o'clock, and Is now in progress.
this effect:
the German seller's books, and instead
miles an hour to make up lost time.
The republicans are represented by
"There will be no drinking of wine To
Obtain the Truth From a Negro Atornsyt Chllders and Alexander, and of the goods being undervalued Ihe
The president was anxious to reach out of any
woman's slipper, and there,
books showed that the shipments had
Convict,
the hunting camp early enough today will be no woman
present. Please do
the defendants, the independents, are been made to Iadla at still lower
to get into the woods this evening and not even suggest such a thing."
Savannah, Ga., Nov. 13. Hypnotism represented by Attorneys Fitch and jirlces."
t the schedule of the train was hastened
The prince had been told of the re- has been employed In the case of a for- Dougherty.
'
Dr. Brumer further ftanerted that the
to mM'V his "desire. The train is 'now ported Chicago escapade of
mer convict named Miller, a negro,
The following prominent Bocorro cuftoms officials' treatment was dictatdue to reach Smeds, Miss., at 3 o'clock. Duke Boris of Russia and he was Grand who confessed to the m-- er
Ougie
of
county citizens arrived this morning ed oy the interests of manufacturers.
much
The hunting camp is ten miles distant afraid
rumors of similar doings by Dourquln, and bis colored Doay serv- and are here as witnesses in the case:
from there and h rpmninHer nf Iks himselfthat
might be circulated and find ant, to make him reveal the facts. Mil- Attorney
Silas Alexander, Abran
FEDERATION OF LABOR.
journey will be made omhossebaek.-- f
ler alleged he was hired by a white Abeyta, Attorney H. M. Dougherty,
way into print.
their
Tunica! Mfss.. Nov. 13. The special
to
man
kill
Dourquln.
His confession Attorney J. G. Fitch, S. E. Abeyta, Twenly-CcccnThe party travel In a special train,
Annual Meeting of the
iiaiu utui.ug me presiuenc ana party composed
two Pullman's and a bag- was regarded as a fabrication, and he Manuel Pino, E. Montoya, E. Baca,
Association.
passed through Tunica at 10:26 a. ra. gage car, of
put
was
hypnotic
under
Influence
in
Jose E. "lories, Juan Jose Baca, John
carrying about 100 pieces of
New Oilear.3, Nov. 13. The twenty-seconA large crowd was at the depot. The baggage.
order to prove or disprove his strange Terry, M. Mic-ra- .
W. H. Byerts, W. E.
annual convention of the Amertrain slowed up and the president bowbtory.
The prince is traveling in the priEaton, M, Apodaca, Max Montoya, C. T. ican Federation of Labor met this mored his acknowledgments.
Miller, In his trance, said he did not Brown. B. A. Pino. F. G. Bartlett, ning
vate car "Columbia." used by Prince
at 10:30 lu Odd Fellows' hall,
Henry during his tour of this country, fire the shots that killed Dourquln, but
Baca, C. .Miera, Capt. E. B. with about 200 delegates present. The
ARE AT SANTA FF.
he
that
heard
them
knew
who
and
fired Pitch, John Greenwald, H. G. Baca, delegates were cEccrted from the St.
and by
Grover Cleveland.
train Is elegantly furnish- them. He was put into a buggy with Capt. M. Cooney, Sheriff Blackington, Charles mansion by members of the
Senate Committee on Territories Now edThe entire
and Is provided with every conven- two officers and made to go through Dr. J. E. Blinn. J. Gatlin. V. M.
local trades an I labor assembly, headat the Capital City.
ience. The party itself includes twenty-- with what he alleges to have been his
ana J. S.
ed by Robert E. I.ee. president cf the
Santa Fe, N. M.t Nov. 13. The Unit- six
with
connection
tragedy.
the
Still in a rowdale and J. S. Mactavish.
persons, and among them are
local organization, and by James Leoned States senate committee on investi- Col. Phya Rajavallabogh,
aide de trance he drove Into the country and
ard,
federation organizer for the state
gation of claims of the territories for camp, his private secretary; Mon R. pointed out the exact locality where
FAIR MEETING.
of Louisiana.
statehood, arrived at the capital of Armvatra. the Siamese minister to the be asserts the shooting occurred. MilWhen the convention had been calf-eNew Mexico early this morning and United States: E. H. Loftus. secretary led described minutely four men, who, To Be Held Tonight Upstairs Over
to order. President Le. of th Nw
immediately called before it the prin- of the Siamese legation; H. Y. Dar- according to his story, murdered Bour-qulZeiger's Cafe.
Orleans
organization, delivered an ad
cipal judicial officers of the district, to- nell, tourist agent of the Pennsylvania
This evening, at 7:3 o'clock, all dress on behalf of the laboring men
gether with a large number of other railroad ; George Denny, .of the Assothose interested in the proposition to of New Orleans, to which Gompers rewitnesses. The company took dinner ciated Press, and R. H. Taylor and L.
DIED DANCING.
make the next annual fair a tremen- sponded.
with Governor Otero and took a drive C. Wheeler, secret service men who
dously big affair, are requested to meet
through the city and surrounding terri- eocompany the prince everywhere he Young Woman Drops Dead on Ball upstairs over Zeiger's Cafe.
RUBBER WORKERS.
tory. The senators will probably re- goes.
room Floor,
Every business man In the city
main until tomorrow morning and then
New York, Nov. 13. From a scene should be present, and they should go They Go on a Strike at Chicago and
A telegram was sent to the prince at
jgoing to Albuquerque for two days.
La my this afternoon, by Manager Swlt-se- of joyous gaiety a dancing academy In with the Intention of having something
Work Is at a Standstill.
of the Harvey Inrian curio depart- East Fourteenth street has been sud- to say on the guhject offer suggesChicago, Nov. 13. Two hundred and
Stockholders Will Fight.
changed
denly
one
to
of the deepest tions, give Ideas and advance theories fifty employes of the Mechanical RubInviting bis royal highness to
New York, Nov.
holding of ment.
gloom.
as to how and what kind of a fair that ber company went on a strike today,
lit the Indian collection here.
special meeting of the stockholders
While dancing with her partner, and would please the people and be a suc- the workers asserting that the compaThe prince gladly accepted the Inviof the International Silver Company tation.
His serene hffchness will be apparently In the best of health and cess next year.
ny was controlled
by the "rubber
today at Jersey City is regarded by
Elisabeth Syme, a young womNew officers are to be selected and trust" and is at present filling orders
many stockholders as an attempt On greatly pleased with the fine collection spirits,
an of Bayoone, N. J., sank suddenly to the first preliminary step taken toward that under ordinary circumstances
the part of the New York brokers hold- of Indian curios.
the floor and died before medical aid the twenty-thirannual territorial fair; ahould go to the Morgan ft Wright facing some preferred stock and a major- - Subscribe for the Citizen.
reached ber.
Let everybody attend.'
tory, which was closed by strike last
-
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British Crulcers.
Glbralter, Nov. 13. The British crui
sers Furious, Pa'ctolus and Prometheus have ea'.led from here for Tetu
an, Morocco. .

SIAL1

OF

PRINCE

EASTERJUAPITAL
Getting

week. The walkout was ordered last
night and when the employes of the
company, reached the plant this morn
ing they found it guarded by over a
hundred pickets from the Morgan &
Wright factory. The labor men say Ha Will
that no work will be done until the
"rubber trust" recognize their union
and grant their demands.
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'
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English Manufacturers Will Try fe
Six Months In Plaster Cast.
Grow Cotton in Jamaica.
New York, Nov. 13. After having
been incased for six months In plaster
cast, which covered his entire body,
except his head and lower parts of his END OF THE VENEZUELA REYCLUT.n
legs, the Rev. Horace Porter, victim ot
a bicycle accident, has returned to
Plymouth church, where he is assist Si Santa Fe, N. M. No?.. 18. The SS
ant to Dr. Newell Dwight Hlllls. The St crown prince of 8 '.am and party SS
accident, which occurred in 1900, caus- Si arrived here this morning by the SS
ed the drawing up of Mr. Porter's Si Santa Fe route and spent a couple SS
limbs so that he was unable to stand. Si of hours visiting points of Inter- - SS
An extraordinary operation, the cut Si est In the oldest town in Ameri- - SS
SS,
ting ' oi several ligaments, waa per Si ca, and left at 1 o'clock for Albn-- SS
formed and the pastor, after six long St querque and will visit en rout
SS
months in a plaster cast, is now able St one of the Indian villages.
to walk with crutches. These probably StStSiStStStStStStStSSKSStSSSSiSS
will be discarded shortly.
PEACEFUL AT PANAMA.
HERE TOMORROW NIGHT.
United 8tates Sailors and Marinas ta.
Be Withdrawn. Washington. D. C, Nov. 13. SecreSenatorial Committee Will Reach This tary Hay informed the nary department that conditions on the Isthmus
City Friday Evening.
of Panama hare assumed so favorable
a phase that he no longer has any suggestions to offer as to further disposies
tion of the American sailors and
NOW AT SANTA FE.
who have been doing guard dnty
at terminals and on the railway lines
' The following telegram
received for many weeks past. This does sot
from Delegate B. S. Rodey from Santa mean that the secretary has withthe sailors and marines, bat
Fe this morning changes the arrange drawn
simply Is willing that they might bet
ments of the reception committee:
disposed ' of in accordance wits-- tae ,
P. F. McCanna, Secretary Commercial present needs of the navy.
It Is not
Albuquerque.
f Club,"
' gahta Fe, Nov. 13. Senate commit doubted, however, that the result will
be the withdrawal of the Ameri- tea took evidence in Las Vegas until soon
can forces aboard their warships, tte
night.
special
to
took
Then
late
on the Panama side, and
Santa Fe. Will be here today and to Wisconsin
morrow until 3 p. m., and wilt arrive the Panther on the Gulf coast.
r
In Albuquerque Friday night at 7:15. ..
,
Will Ore OOtton, ., ,
The committee has agreed to go to
13.
Nov,
London,
ot
efforts
The
ths
reception at Commercial club. Better
arrange for late banquet at Alvarado members ot the Lancashire Cotton.
Growers' association to emap,cjfct
, , B. S. RODEY.
taemr-elvefrom the American raw
arrangeTo conform with the late
tupply
has been extended to Jamaica.
ments the reception and ball at the
Commercial club will be postponed un The association has TPtfd large sunt
til Friday night at 9:30 o'clock. The cf money to be expended on growing;
change of the time of arrl val. here was cotton In that island on a large scale.
due to the fact that the taking of tes- It is expected that a large area ot Ja-- :
timony at Santa Fe required more roalca will be planted with cotton next.
time than was at first supposed.
The senate committee carry a full
Revolution Failed.
'JT
score of stenographers, a Spanish inCaracas, Veneiuela, Nov.- - IS. The
terpreter, photographer and a geolo- official
Gazette yesterday published s
gist.
Ca-Testimony and evidence are being presidential
taken from court records, which takes rucae as the capital of the republic
and as the seat of the executive power.
up Considerable time.
The disbanding of revolution forces
Judge" Daker, Hon, O. N. Marron and
Hon. W. B. Chillier! returned from Las continues.
Vevas last night, leaving Delegate RoTOWN OF OLIPHANT.
dey to accompany the national legislators to this city.
"The committee are making a thor- In Pennsylvania Partially Destroyed
Today by Fire.
ough investigation," said Mr. Marron,
,
Scranton, Pa., Nor. 13. The fownt :
when seen by a Citizen reporter this
morning.
"They went into session of Ollphant, six miles north of Scran- - '
yesterday afternoon after dinner at ton, was swept by flames today and
Las Vegas, adjourning at 3 o'clock the entire block in the business portion
they drove through the city and then destroyed. . The blaze was caused by .
a closed door investigation was held the explosion of the gas tank in
r
until late last night. Photographs are
of Atherton's department store.
being made of many of the recorJs Building after building went down In
which will be used when the bill Is ashes in a remarkably short time. The
presented before the senate In Decem- city hall and jail was among the buildber."
ings destroyed. People fought deeper,
Postponing the grand reception for ately with the flames for protection ot,
the distinguished statesmen will give their property and goods and furniture
the committee more time to prepare were strewn about promiscuously. A '
for the brilliant reception and ball and call for help brought fire companies
also the banquet. A cordial Invitation from Scranton and neighboring towns.
Id extended to all citizens of Albuquer-qu- e The loss Is estimated at between $175.-00-0
to attend this grand function,
and $200,000.
which will no doubt make a favorable
impression on the senators, as to the
MURDERER LYNCHED.
social standing of the community.
The Italian and First Regiment A Tennessee Mob Deals Out Justice to
hi mi s will furnish the music on the
a Red Handed Murderer.
night of arrival and every citizen will
Lewlsburg, Tenn., Nov.' 13. John
turn out to greet the statehood com- Davis, a negro, was hanged
in the
mittee.
court yard today by a
The G:and Canyon will be visited for the murder of mob of 500 men
Robert Adair, s
after tho party leave here, and then
farmer living near this city. Adair's
will be resumed at Phoe- body waa
found In a terribly mutilated '
nix, Ar'zona.
condition in a field near bis home here
this morning. He had started out In
Race Trouble.
Vienna, Nov. 13. Sittings today in pursuit' of a tenant who was stealing
the lower house of the Austrian reichs-rat- h corn and when the body was found the
were suspended on account of the stock and barrel of a small rifle and a
German and Czech members coming to knife covered with blood were also
hows. The cause of the troiihla waa found near him. The knife was identia debate on the advisability of the use fied as the property of John Davis, colot two languages in the names of sta- ored. The sheriff organized a posse
and went to the bouse of Davis and
tions on the Bohemian railroads.
found a pile of bloody clothes, but the '
Bohemian Violinist Coming.
murderer had fled. He waa caught halt
New York, Nov. 13. Rudolph Aron-so- a mile from the town, but not until be
has received word that Kocian. the had' been twice wounded. He was
young Bohemian violinist who Is to brought back, and the sheriff
and Rev.
tour America this winter, sails from John Royal Harris made an appeal to
Liverpool today on the Majestic. On the people to allow the law to take
its
bis arrival here he is to have a formal course, The mob, however, were deaf
welcome from the several' Bohemian to all entreaties and bung the negro
societies of this city.
In the court house yard.
aas--rin-

lat

.
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s

'
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ALMOND BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL CREAM

sons are constantly employed In the
mines' to furnish the railroads with
fue and ore. An equal number are employed in constructing locomotives,
More
freight and passenger cars.
than 60,000 men are engaged in
the railroads with ties. In addition, there are thousands of other
employes, such a's those who are directly dependent upon the railroad industry for their livelihood.

X
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To the people of the west the most
interesting Item In the annual report

democrats to Washington.
"The real questions at Issue are the
population, its character, and the prob
abilities of increase in population and
wealth. As to actual numbers, there
can be no doubt that Oklahoma and
New Mexico are read for statehood ;
as to character of population, there
can be no doubt that Oklahoma and
Arizona are as well fitted as any
states ever were In the western coun- t?y, and we hardly think they will find
'
New Mexico so very far behind.
"As to the probabilities of the future, everything points to a continued
and rapid growth, pot only in population, but in wealth and the development of resources.
We believe the
senate committee will recommend, as
a result of its visit to the southwest.
the admission of all three of these ter

of Commissioner Hermann, of the general land office, Is the statement that
by the end of the current fiscal year
there will be not less than $15,000,000
available for the construction of reservoirs and irrigation systems under
the provisions of the Irrigation law.
Aside from the Item mentioned
there are, however, other Interesting
facts In Mr. Hermann's report. From
the digest prepared by the Philadel-hia Record It appears that during the
last fiscal year there were uggregate
entries on behalf of states, railroads
and homesteaders of 17,614,792 acres
an area larger than the entire state of
West Virginia while 1,75 ,593 acres
were sold outright for cash to intending settlers. The steady drift of population westward Is shown In the selection by land grant railroads of over
acres, or more than double the
area thus selected during the previous
liscal year. More than lOO.OiiO farms
have been added to the agricultural resources of the nation during a twelvemonth through the operations of the
public land office.
There" now remains available for
about 300,000,000 acres of surveyed public lands. Much of this area
is semi-arid- ,
and probably 70,000,000
acres would require Irrigation in order
to render the land productive. There
ere over 600,000,000 acres of unsurvey-ef
lands; but more than
of
this vast area is in Alaska, and much
of the remainder in the mountains and
uncultlvable fastnesses of the Rockies.
At the current rate of absorption, accordingly, but ten or fifteen years' time
will be required to dispose of Uncle
Sam's entire acreage of arable lands
in the west.

ritories."

Terms of Subscription.

d

y.

clared that in the month of October
alone more than 50,00 emigrants
passed through Chicago for parts beyond the Mississippi and Missouri
rivers, and that this volume has been
sustained for some time and has shown
no signs of decrease. Most of the settlers are of the better class of foreigners, but many of them are eastern
farmers, who have sold out their small
holdings in the old states for the larger ones that the price will secure In
mw Mexico demands Statehood from new lands.
Congress.
the
RAILROADS OF UNITED 8TATES.
In twenty years the United States
The desire for self government Is has built nearly half the railway mileage of the world, and our railway capnatural with all American citizens.
ital today stands for 112,000,000,000,
Good times are with the people of while the actual value of railway propMew Mexico, and prosperity is here to erties is estimated at somewhat above
stay.
that enormous sum.
The New York Commercial has comColorado will have two republican piled from the census report some of
congressmen In the nest house of rep- the statistics which tell the wonderful
story of this development. There are
resents tires.
more than two hundred thousand miles
Thirty-tw- o
states of single track railroads in the United
of the forty-fiv- e
cave republican majorities at the re States. The significance of this may be
appreciated by the statement that it Is
cent election.
equal to a single track encircling the
The voice of the weakling or the entire globe eight times. Including the
craven counts for nothing when he second track the mileage of the railclamors for peace; but the voice of the roads if stretched out In a single line
Jost man armed la potent." President would reach from here to the moon.
The capitalization of the railroads is
Roosevelt.
greater than the entire production of
The republicans of Ban Miguel coun- gold since the discovery of America
ty deserve anything and everything in 1492. It is greater than the entire
they nay desire at the hands of the deposits In all of the banks of the Unit-e- r
republican party of New Mexico. They
States. It is equal to nearly one-fifof the total wealth of the country.
anade a grand fight and won a magnifl-cen- t
In the fiscal year 1900 the gross earnvictory at the repent election.
ings of all the railroads In the country
This is
The attention of Senator Beverdge amounted to $1,588,526,037.
called to the fact that an Investiga- tquivalent to more than $1 for each
tion of certain democratic precincts n civilised and uncivilized inhabitant of
Indiana would CiuM ft visiting; states, the earth.
nan to doubt the ability of the people
The number of persons In the emof that state to maintain self govern- ployment ot railroads ot the UnlteJ
i
ment
States in 1901 wag more than 1,000,000
or an average of 548 employe! for each
100 miles of line. If it is supposed that
''"The Citizen has no Idea of the object each
of these employes supports on an
of the visit of the senatorial states- average
three other persons, It would
men, beyond the fact that the committee desire to familiarise themselves appear that one person in evsry twenty
with the conditions existing in New in the United States is supported di
Mexico, preparatory to making a re- rectly by the railroads. The amount
paid in salaries, and wages during the
port on the pending statehood bill.
same year amounted to $610,713,000.
In addition more than 100,000 per- FAVOR STATEHOOD.
The Denver Post says that general
opinion at Washington appears to be
that statehood will be conferred upon
Mew Mexico and Arizona, and probWhy is it that the firstborn child is so
ably Oklahoma, at the coming winter often the healthiest of s family of children f The reason seems to suggest it-session of congress.
As child follows child the moth
There is wisdom, as well as justice, haslf. less
no- less vitality ;
In this determination of the powers enough forandherself and none, often
therefore.
that be tardy though the action is.
tor her child.
All three of these territories should
Expectant mothers who use Doctor
ago.
Pierce's Favorite Pre
long
have been admitted
For years they have been prepared scription find that it
keeps tnetn in vigorlor statehood. In every essential
They eat
ous
of the law. They have had well,health.
sleep well and
resources,
Intel
population,
the
the
the
are not nervous.
ligence and the progressive spirit of When baby comes its
enterprise and energy which go to advent is practically
painless, ami the
make op an ideal commonwealth of the
mother is made hap
people of these United States.
by tne mrtn of a
Only political considerations have py
healthy child. If you
denied them the rights to which they would be a healthy
aire and have been so clearly entitled. mother of healthy
children use " Favorite Prescription."
A SENSIBLE MOVE.
I will be very glad o
Telegraph
Springs
ay a few words lor Dr.
The Colorado
Favontc frrfccrip-tiou- ,
Pierce's
commends the visit of the senate com
writes Mrs r. S.
mittee to the territories. The Tele JJougtaa, ol Matisonvtlle,
Fifty-Sevent-

THE FIRSTBORN.

graph says:
"Heretofore the question of the ad
mission of these territories has been
considered largely on theoretical

GOLD OUST

Made only by

Chicago,

grounds, partly on grounds purely po
litical. Now, we trust. It is to be con
aldered simply on the ground of their
fitness for the assumption of state-kradThose who are aware of the con
diUon of these territories know how
little force there is in the analogy
sought to be drawn between them and
Nevada, which is the. favorite argu
ment of the theorists; and we hope
there may be statesmanship enough
among the republicans In congress to
hoe that it is bad politics, as well as
Door morals, to refuse statehood to
any territory simply on the ground
that It may at some future time return

De-Wi- tt

JEME2 A BUUHw W6f SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Carries the U. S. mail; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars address W. L. Trimble i Co., agents, Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Jemez.

Those who suffer from chronic dis
eases are invited to consult Dr. Fierce,
by letter, free.
All correspondence
strictly private.
Address Dr. K. V.
Pierce. liu.l.ilo. N. Y
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure til- ioukues uud sick headache

COMMERCE

OF

Boston,
of FAH2Y SOAP.

tice In all courts of the territory and
fore the United States land office.

Ira

St. Louis.

ALBUQUERQUfc,

N.

M.

THIRD STREET

M. Bond

Meat Market

ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F street N. V.,
Washington. D. C. Pensions, lands, patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
1902, viz.: John H. Smith, for the EV4 trade marks, claims.
of NW4 and
of SWVi of Sec. 25,
William D. Lee
T. 9 N., R. 2 E.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, room 7, N.
.
building-Armljo
T.
following
Will practice in all
He names the
witnesses
territory.
of
courts
the
the
to prove his
residence upon

Ei

tnritcsh

continuous
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, N.
Joseph Farr, of Allmquerque, N. M.; ATTOnXEY-AT-LAClarence A. Hudson, of Albuquerque, M. Office, First National Bank building.
N. M.; Manuel Chavez y Turrleta, of
Frank W. Clancy
,
rooms 2 and 8. N.
Albuquerque, N. M.; Jame3 R. Bing- ATTORNEY-AT-I.AT. Armljo building. Albuquerque, N. M.
ham, of Albuquerque. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
E. W. Dobson
o

Office,

ATTORXEY-AT-LA-

Notice for puoiication.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1763.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Sept. 24, 1902.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim under sections 1C
and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891 (26
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and
that said proof will be made before
the clerk of the probate court at Albuquerque, N. M., on November 10,
1902, viz: Carmel Ruiz de Sandoval,
in behalf of the heirs of Telesfora Lopez de Ruiz, for the tract In sections
Nos. 7 and 8, Tp. 9 N., R. 3 E., New
Mexico principal meridian.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
poBsesslon of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Oregorlo Barela, Francisco Apodaca
y Molina, Justo Gutierrez, Amador
Sanchez, all of Albuquerque, New Mex-

block, Albuquerque, N. M.

Cromwell

SfEAM

KASOKIC BUTXWKQ.

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTiiE, Proprietors

PHYSICIANS.
Room

17,

Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physician,

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Whiting Block.

Arthur Macomber,

No tuberculosis preservallne or col
oring in Matthews' Jersey milk
o
PenlnsuAa" bars beaters burn less
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
rooms. Whitney Company.

(Homestead Entry No. 6962.)
Notice tor Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 11, 1902
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final prool
sunnort of his claim, and that said
nroof will be made before Probate
Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albu
querque, New Mexico, on November 17,

N. THIRD RTRFK

0C10tK)4K00OtKOtX0C

Cromwell block,

Albuquerque, N. M.

2nd sail weals
SAUSAGE FACTO I Y.

KMIL KLEINWORT.

John H. Stingle
ATTORNEY-AT-T,A-

M. D.

Whiting Building.

Night Calls.

Dr. E. N. Wileon
Physician and Surgeon, rooms

FINE8T WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
at pro Best Imported and Domestlo Cigar

Grant
hours 1 to 3

building. Albuquerque.
Office
p. m. Colorado 'phone 1J9.

I

MBHMaa

10--

Dr. I. Saylin
Office and Re lten-e- ,
Hours 10 to 19 u m.

m. Colorado 'pbine

410 Sotvh Edith street.
4 to & a m. and 7 to 8 p.

AH--

Albuquerque foundry and Machine Works

MUSICIANS.

Miss Katnerine Helmbeck
P. HALL. Proprietor
Lessons In .Singing; and Physical Culture.
Miss Elizabeth Naylor, M. B.
Castings;
Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Ore,
Teacher of Pianoforte and Harmony. Iron and Brass Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Grade Bars,
Studio, Commercial club.

(t

Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK

KINDERGARTEN.

Miss Phllbrlck's
Kindergarten and Primary Department,
Conveyances
club building.
Any person who desires to protest Commercial
will call for Highland pupils.
against the allowance of said proof,
THOUSAND3 SAVED By
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above men- For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
tioned time and place to cross examine
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer, evidence In rebuttal ot that sub- This wonderful medicino positivel j
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Ptnchiti3, Asthma, Pneumonia,
Register.
ht,- - Fever, Pleurisy, LnGrippe.
o
Hoarseness, SoreThrott andW hoop(Homestead Entry Ko. 5174.)
ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
Notice for Publication.
NO CURE. NO PAY.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
R1CE50c.snd$t. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 23, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof, will be mada before the Probate
Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albuquerque, N. M., on December 3d, 1902,
viz.: Jose Sandoval, for the 8 SW',4
sec. 10, Nft NW, sec. 15, T. 8 N.,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
R. 6 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Old 'Phone A22.
Fllomeno Mora, of Escobosa, N. M.;
Perfllio Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.; ' Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
Fenpe Tapia, of Escobosa, N. M.;
board horse andhave first class rigs
Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M. tor hire.
U E. CAREY, Prop.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

o

1

OF

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDQE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

DENTISTS.

ico.

TH
Finest
WhlskUs,
Brandies.
Wines, etc.

3

Silver
Avenue
Stable

(Homestead Entry No. 4460.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21, 1902.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof In
support ot his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu
querque, N. M., on December 2, 1902,
viz: Manuel Baca y Lopez, for the
SW14 sec. 10. T. 10 N., U. 6 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Leon Jaramillo, Porfllio Gon
zales. Pedro Garcia. Jose R. Carpenter,
ter, all of Albuquerque. N. M.
MANUEL, K. OTEKU,
Register.
o

The Metropolitan
Comer of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.
Has changed hands and Is now one
of the nicest resorts In the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been ou draught Titronage solicited.
IX' KE WALSH,

9. NV4

NEtt.

: 16. T. 10

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
Aiu.ough not generally known summer Is the very,
experienced.
best ot seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlga lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy morn
ings, and the cooling sea breezes ot day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip undar
The White Umbrella."

it
of
c4

or

The Mexican Central
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to tX
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
C. R. HUDSON,
W. C. MEAD,
W. D. MURDOCK,
O. F. A P.
C. A., El Paso.,
A. O. & P. A., Mexico

152

50.

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
ODen dav and night. Calls are
promptly attenaea 10.

I Also Sell Monuments
1 1 1

N. Second

$31.40
Denver to Chicago
and Back
November 30, December 1 and 2.
Via the Burlington miles the shortest route.
Two good trains the Chicago Special at 4:15
p. m.; the Vestibuled Flyer at 10 p. m.

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

The ICEBERG

He names the following witnesses
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
to prove his continuous residence up
on and cultivation of said iana. mz.
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
Manuel Baca v Lopez, Perfllio Gon All patrons and friends cordially invl'-e- d
to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch It
zoles. Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
served every day.
all of Albuquerque, N. M.
8TEVE BALLING,
MANUEL. R. OTERO.

Register

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

THE ARCADE

sic

130 W.

New 'Phoii

Old 'Phone

Office and parlor

N.. K. 6 E.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Proprietor.

(Homestead Entry No. 4159.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. zi. iiU2.
311 So j'h Firs, street
Notice is hereby given that the fol
FRANK AJO PROPRIETOR.
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
The best of liquors served to pat
suDnort of his claim. nd that said
proof will be made before the probate rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu- Nice large rooms, everything bran
miHMiiP NT. M. on December 2. 1902.
purposes.
viz: Jose Leon Jaramillo, tor the S6 new, upstairs for lodging
SE'-i- ,

s ST. ELMO
SAMPLE AND CLDB ROOI.

o

Good Fresh Milk.
You get 16 quarts of good fresh milk
for 11.00 from Albers Bros', dairy. Try

us once.

Hew York,

kUkeri

Policeman's Testimony.

the plies for forty years. Doctors and
dollars could do him no lasting good.
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cured him
permanently.
Invaluable for cuts,
burns, bruises, sprains, laceraMons, eczema, tetter, salt rheum, and all other
skin diseases. Look for the name
on the package all others are
cheap, worthless counterfeits.
J. II.
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.

'

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Office hours, 8:30
3fl Railroad avenue.
a. mil to 12:30 p. m.; 1:W p. m. to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by
Telephone 402.
mail.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at
least half a dozen advertised cough
medicines and had treatment from

Cured of Piles After 40 Yean.
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, had

BANK

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
,
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

Dr. Conner.
Pout graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Kirkvllle, Mo. Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office. Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

nothing else to do your cleaning.
Hard water becomes soft the moment
GOLD DUST touches it and everyLAWYERS.
thing washed with the solution
.
becomes clean and bright; unequaled ATTORNEY-AT-tiA-Bernard 8. Rodey
Albuquerque, N.
attention given to all business
for brightening windows and mirrors. M. Prompt to
pertaining
the profession. Will pracbe-

N.

Forty Prisoners Escape.
Forty prisoners confined In the jail
at Cananea, Mexico, overpowered the
jailers and escaped in daylight. The
men were charged with different offenses, ranging from petty larceny to
murder. This is the second jail delivery in a month and a new prison is
being cut out of the side of the mountain, where escape will be well nigh an
Impossibility.

water (hard or Eoft) and

Use clear

one-hal-

two physicians without getting any
benefit. A friend recommended Foley's
Honey and Tar and two thirds of a bottle cured me. I consider It the greatest
cough and lung medicine in the world."
Alvarado Pharmacy,

THE

OSTEOPATHY.

d

A

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

1

J.

CARDS

PROFE8IONAL

do your work."

V. V. Clark,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108
avenue,
Albuquerque, N. M.
went (torn
Specialties: Reports, surveys and maps;
plans and reduction works: mines and
mining Investments; second hand mining

Wat are sola agents tor Wheeler ft
Wiison sewing machines. Albert ra-ber, 805 Railroad avenue.
(Homestead Entry No. 3942.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 7, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
ct his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that Bald
proof will be made before U. S. Com
misioner at East View, N. M., on De
cember 22, 1902, viz: Augustina Sis- neros de Vallejos, widqw of Carlos Val- Uvjos, deceased, for the NEU gec 31
T. 3 N.. R. 6 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz: Mar
tin Sanchez, Jesus Maria Chaves
Garcia. Juan Luna. Canuto Contreras
get his all of Manzano, N. M.
t.uiaen
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,

broine Co yurliec. " During the first
months,
avheo 1 lookeu forward t.j
becoming a mother. 1 buffered very much from nausea aud vomiting, and I
felt so terribly sick 1 could
scarorly est or dttuk anything I hau l til kui. if
of lood. At this time 1
wrote to Z)r r'?rce. fauci nc told me to
sua s Dome ol
favorite rrc-ripuoliicovt ry.' 1 got a hotlle of eacb. and
when I had tuen them a few days. I felt much
better, and when I hail taken hardly three pans
of each bottle 1 felt weil and could eat as well as
any oue. and could do my work without any
trouble (I could u4 do anything before). 1 feel
very thankful lo Dr Fierce tor his medicine,
and I tell all who l me they are sick, to get
these nicaitint, or write to ur. fierce. -

GOLD DUST twin

MINING ENGINEER.

h

th

tae

LANDS OF THE WEST.

Oppplte ALVARADO HOTEL

W OO
Tiafly, t 7 mall, one year
1.00
Itatlv, by mall, six months
COMING WE8T.
1. 60
Daily, by mall, three months
GO
Again the tide has been turned toDaily, by mall, one month
76
one month
J tally, bybycarrier,
The
1.00 ward the great western country.
mall, per year
Weekly,
is authority for
In Chicago Record-HeralThe Dally Clllsen will be delivered per
rents
tHe iiy at the low rate of
week, or for 75 cents per month, when the statement that never before in the
paid monthly. Them rates are leas than history of western railroading has
mm tf any other dally paper In the
there been such a heavy movement of
colonists from east to west. It Is de-

Let

.

Proprietor.

G

W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.
sUsK73fcigJ!irTSaTaTimJ

!
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Character in the Gait

DEMINQ.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

,

CXXXXXXXXXXX)CXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

About a Good Town In
Phillips Brooks said A. A. Beeman, of Carlsbad, la in the Few Pointers
Southern
New Mexico.
he could tell an insured man city. B. Smith has returned to his home
your y nn
L.
Kep
by his step, and when a man is
has
Albemarle.
been Incorporated.
insured amply in The Mutual at Ben Bibo, the general merchant at Demm-- , the Inst
coming city of Mew
Mexico.
Life Insurance Co. of New Laguna, is In
Demlng has a magnificent school
Wm. Daze, traveling engineer on the system.
York, he says by his bearing:
yescity
was
In
Pacific,
Fe
the
Santa
iteming, the railroad center of New
"I am insured in the strongest terday on business connected with his f extra.
company, and I do not worry department.
Uemlng. the gateway to the best
about the future of my family George W. Drury, who Is an em- tan
of Old Mexico.
or my business if I should die, ploye of the machine shops at Raton, Dem.nsj! Dont overlook It If yon
A

'

Yes,

ft

The Store the People Talk About .

J.H.B'HiellytCo.

Demlna.-Domin-

the-cit-

left yesterday after a pleasant visit
In this city.
E. L. Guage. a prominent mining
man from the City of Mexico, passed
through the city yesterday en route
to Kansas City.
over
It tia. paid
F. G. Holmes, the traveling man
who has been spending several days
in the city visiting with his family, left
for
he north yesterday.
sjhich it more than anv other life insuraaca compass
A. E. Roulller, a well known and
in the world hai disbursed.
popular citizen of Paraje, was in the
for "When Shall I Insura)"
Writ
Interviewing
metropolis
yesterday.
The Mutual Life Insurance local wholesale merchants.
Word comes from fen a Blanca that
Company of New Yore
Mrs. Llbrado C. de Baca gave birth to
.
Richard A. McCordt, Preaidrs.
Darby A. Day, Mgr., Albuquerque, N. M. a baby girl, and tnat the husband was
not aware of the addition to his household until his return home after an
"BLEST BE THE TIE
election tour down the Rio Grande val
"That Binds Our Heart in Christian ley.
Love."
D. A. Walker, of Columbus, Ohio.
I.
treasurer of the American ConsoliThere was an unparalleled Juxtapo- dated Copper company, arrived from
sition and union of the "Blue" and the the east last night and with A. R. Gib- -'
"Gray" at the Sisters' hospital, in Al- son, president of the 'company, left for
buquerque, recently.
A young man Grant county, where the company has
from Eastland, Texas, had left a com- extensive and valuable mining
fortable home and gone off up north
A. R. Manby, of Taos, assignee of
hoboing. He was beating his way back
on a freight train when his foot slip- the Juan Santistevan bank and busi
ped and be fell off. Both legs had to ness, wno was in Santa Fe yesterday,
be amputated near the knee Joint. The arrived here last night on business
boy's father came on and attended to connected with his duties as assignee.
him carefully. He is a Mason and was Up to date he has paid 60 per cent of
In the Confederate service during the the Indebtedness of the Juan Santistevan bank and business and has among
war of the rebellion.
II.
the assets still left 11,000 sheep, which
Prone on another bed in the same are being managed by him for the benward of the hospital lay a young man efit of the estate with success. If no
sick of typhoid fever. He was being at- unforseen complications arise, Mr.
tended by his father, a badly crippled Manby thinks he will be able to deold man who had been in the Union clare a dividend of 25 per cent within
service and was wounded at the battle the next sixty days.
for the purpose of comof Shiloh. He wears the G. A. R. badge.
(The
displays only the pelling the commissioners of Socorro
county to throw out certain illegal
Masonic emblem.)
votes cast by the Independents will
III.
When the time came to remove the come up for hearing In district court
young man with both legs off, at 10 today.
Attorney Silas Alexander,
o'clock at night, to a Pullman, to take who was in the city Tuesday, bad a
him to his home in Texas, there was no strenuous trip In securing Injunction
one about to lift the stretcher. So papers against the candidates in Sothose two old soldiers, who years be- corro county, elected on the face of the
fore had met in deadly conflict, did the returns. Mr. Alexander secured the
work, the one at the head and the oth- papers through Judge McMillan, of
er at the foot; an unparalleled scene, Lincoln, which mission caused a consince when, some times, after great stant move for eight days and nights,
battles, In the south, details from the only to be able to get about four hours
opposing forces went out under flag of sleep, during his trip. He rode and
truce to assist each other in burying drove over 200 miles. It was his misthe dead. San Marcial Bee.
fortune to miss the train at Capitan
and was compelled to travel overland
Jumped on a Ten Penny Natl.
to the main line at Carrizozo. '
The little, daughter of J. N. Powell
jumped on an inverted rake made of
If you are troubled
with Impure
ten penny nails, and thrust one nail en- blood. Indicated by sores, pimples,
tirely through her foot and a second headache, etc.. we would recommend
Blood Eilxer, which we sell un
one half way through. Chamberlain's Acker's
a positive guarantee. It will alPain Balm was promptly applied and der
ways cure scrofulous or syphilitic poifive minutes later the pain had disap sons and all blood diseases. CO cents
peared and no more suffering was ex and $1. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co. and B. H.
perienced. In three days the child was Briggs & Co.
o
wearing her shoe as usual and with
Second Annual Tour.
absolutely no discomfort. Mr. Powell Is
"The Grand opera house was packed
a well known merchant of Forkland
Va. Pain Balm Is an antiseptic and last night with an appreciative aud
heals such Injuries without maturation ience that thoroughly enjoyed an exd
and In
the time required by cellent production of the latest farce
the usual treatment. For sale by all comedy, 'A Wise Member.' Witty
lines, humorous scenes and novel spec
druggists.
ialties combine to hold the attention
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
of the auditor, making the entertain
ment unusually pleasing, and well wor.
Land Office Business. Bureau of Immi- thy of more
than passing notice." St.
gration.
Louts Republic.
Homestead EntrleB Boleslo RomeThis attraction may be seen for one
ro, of Los Lunas, 160 acres of land in performance only at Colombo ball on
county;
Cornelio Montoya, of Thursday, November 20.
Valencia
Golden, 1C0 acres of land in Santa Fe
county.
COMING EVENTS.
The

Aertof Th.
New

Mutual Life Inauranre Company
Of
York exceed then of any other life insurance
company in eimence. They ar over

$35 2,000,000
Policy-holde-

$569,000,000

one-thir-

Many Questions Answered,
The Bureau of Immigration yesterday answered Inquiries from the following paces:
Chicago, Ills.; Cleveland, Ohio; El
Paso. Texas; Joplin, Mo.; Oklahoma
City, Okla.; Benton, Iowa; New York
City; Des Moines, Iowa; Knoxville,
Tcnn.; Watrous, N, M.; Kansas City,
Mo.; Springfield. Tenn.; Boston; Santa Rosa, N. M.: Dover, Okla.; Albuquerque, N. M.; Sioux Falls, S. D.' The
questions answered were many and at
times quite difficult. In each case bulletins on the several countiPs of the
territory were furnished
and in several cases copies of the report of Governor Otero for the year
J 901 were sent.
It is found that the
business of the bureau and its correspondence is constantly on the increase and that literature concerning
New Mexico is greatly In demand,
more so than ever before in the history
of the territory.
A Startling Surprise.
Very few could believe in looking at
A. T. Hoadley, a healthy, robust blacksmith of Tllden, Intl., that for ten years
he suffered such tortures from Rheumatism as few could endure and live.
But a wonderful change followed his
taking Electric Bitters. "Two bottles
wholly cured me," he writes, "and I
have not felt a twinge in o.'er a year."
They regulate the Kidneys, purify the
blood and cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Nervousness, Improve digestion
and give perfect heaun. Try them.
Only 60c at all drug stores.

o

Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque

i

Hardware com-n- y.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
Hardware
all kinds. Albuquerque
company.

Mail Orders.
We will take
care of them

Just received a
fresh lot of.....
HOTW TER BOTTLES
Fountain and Bulb Syringesprices to suit
to $3.00

are looking for a sale and paying In
vestment.
Demlng. the seat of the n.w county
of Luna.
Dealing Is me great mining; center
of the south wee u
Deiaing water Is chemically pur- eequal to Polac Springs.
oemlng has Increased $0 per cent In
population In four years.
Deming water and pure oxone make
strong and healthy people.
investments In Demin-- r lota wlL
double and treble In one yexx.
jjemin Has now a targe ice plant
and electrio light system under

your-self--5-

properly'

Prescription Druggists;

a
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high price of materials from
soaps are made has caused
manufacturers to make their
smaller. Notice the size of the
Soap cake. Your grocer has It,

Ladies' and gents' cast-- way clothes
bought; 107 North Flr6t street.
a
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p;oods

Flar-Cheviot sponged and shrunk all pure wool
you cannot match anywhere under $ .25 tomorrow per yard

Sackings
Venetians
h
Granite
h
Jamestown Novelty
Finest Botany French Flannels.
h
Henrietta
All-Wo-

h

All

Alt-Wo-

40-inc- h

8c

eh

Ail-Wn- ol

h

Ail-Wo-

h

All-Wo-

h

All-Wo-

50-in-

All-WoAll-Wo-

h

Canvas Eiamin
$1.50 value

75c

All-Wo- ol

h

in black or
tomorrow per yard,

69c

Canvas Cloth
All $1.25
GraVilte Cloth
Cloths at
Satin Sol II
Vigoreaux
French Serge
English Storm Serge,
Hopsackings

All-Wo- ol

h

75o Goods
at

Ail-Wo- ol

dust proof

blue-shru-

nk

. .

.

--

warranted sponged and

98C

Silks and Velvets
Black Heau de Sole a soft, rich, lus- trous silk made by one of best domestic
manufacturers 19 inches wide
actual 90c value tomorrow per yd.

Coney Island

The
which
some
cakes
Lenox

f--i

Black and Colored Dress Goods

54-1n-

Imperial Laundry

Any man who doesn't take advantage of our great shirt sale by laying in
a supply for the next twelve months,
ought not to wear any. The Lion
Store.

AllS'"u'-

All-Wo-

hanging out the clothes," according to
Mother Goose. The maid of today has
it comparatively easy to the old style
of "putting elbow grease" on the front
of a shirt or collar. People who want
sTI
shirts, collars, cuffs,
their
Demlng neeas one Hundred new etc., to look like new shirt waists,
after being
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand con laundered, take them to tbe Imperial
Laundry, and they will return them In
tinues to grow.
Demlng snips over iuO.000 head of as good shape as when sent from the
cattle annually; is the center of the store.
greatest breeding region In the southwest and cattle men all know this.
o
Gents' .suits cleaned and pressed $1
up. S. Knopf, 107 North First street.
Back of Postofflce.
Let us figure on your plumbing. Albuquerque Hardware company.

o

KJVV

E.

& CO.

a

Home made bread, cakes and pies
at Mrs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.

U II

,Md

IF YOU'RE PLANNING THE PURCHASE OF ANY 8ILKS OR DRES3 GOOD8, IT 18 OF VA8T IMPORTANCE THAT YOU FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE EXCELLENT VALUES THAT ARE OBTAINABLE AT TH E "LION STORE." ALL THE WANTED FABRICS AND PATTERNS ARE HERE IN RICH
ASSORTMENT PRICED FULLY 25 PER CENT MORE FAVORABLE THAN ELSEWHERE.
FOR
READ THESE TOMORROW 8PECIAL8:

aaaaaaaaaoooaaaoaa

In Demlng good, safe loans can b.
had at better rates than in the old es
tabllshed towns.
In Demlng yon can buy lots for 11(H)
hich will pay you 100 per cent ! iar
than twelve months.
in Demrng another good hotel Is
oeeded to accommodate the enormous
increase of population.
Demlng Is a great health resor-tbaa no superior In climate for the cure
ot pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter
center. Two large planxs will be In
stalled within the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap in Demlng now,
wno certain advance assured!
Agricultural lands in Demiug are un
surpassed for fertility, production ol
fruits and vegetables of all kinds
Demingl Have you been there? It
not, you should get there for the big
ale of lots on the 17th of this monui
Demlng offers the same ouimrtuni
ties now that the most prosperous
cities In the
H offered several yean

JI

TsllS
I

..Silks and Dress Goods..

Corner 2nd SU and Gold Ave1
In Demlng the demand for rental
houses Is five times In excess of the
OCOCClCOCCCCOCCOOCOOCOCOOOO
supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
o
Buy lots and build In Demln. Tour o
rental returns will be 20 per cent on THE MAID WAS IN THE GARDEN
the Investment

S

0c

Water and Oil Atomizers
of every description.
Come and examine.
J. fl. O'RIELLY

"VJ
Nil
(zJI

F.

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

MEALS

REGULAR

THE

CITY.
MEALS, 25c.
IN

Short Order at Any Price.

Mausard's Mills,
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

Don't miss the opportunity to have
your measure taken by an expert cut FLOUR AND
BrN IN CARLOAD
ter, direct from Strauss Bros., ChiLOTS A SPECIALTY.
cago, at our store, Monday and Tues- Albuquerque,
New Mexico
day. Over 400 samples In the pieces
to select from. Simon Stern, Railroad
A.
avenue clothier.
FIRE INSURANCE
An Expert Cutter.
Direct from Chicago here on Monday Secretary Mutual BuIMiog Association
and Tuesday, to take measures for Office at J. C. Baldrldge'a Lumber Yard
winter overcoats, Biiits, trousers and
waistcoats. This is a good opportun
ity for any one wanting their clothes
204 South Second street.
made to order. We guarantee fit, style
workmanship.
and
Stern,
Simon
the First Class Rooms and Board. Rates
Nov. 14. Mios Menaui's concert at
Railroad avenue clothier.
Reasonable.
Coiorrbo hp 11.
Novemberr 16. Gentleman's Driving
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No,
MRS. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.
ciui) win give matinee
at the fair 205 South First street, over the Hyde
grounds.
Exploring Expition store, Is prepared
Nov.
Inclusive, with the ex tc give thorough scalp treatment, do DEVOE'S READY - MIXED PAINT
ception of the 20th. Oberly Stock hair dressilng, treat corns, bunions
One Gallon covers 300 Square Feet
company, at Colombo hall.
and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas
TWO COAT8
Nov. 20. "A Wise Mnrbci ' at Co sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs,
lombo hall.
Famblnls own preparations of conv
Nov. 25. "The Wrong Mr. Wright" piexion cream builds up the skin and
at Colombo hall.
Improves the complexion, and are
November 26. A. O. U. W. Thanks- guaranteed not to be injurious. She a
M
a'
a
giving ball.
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Nov. 26. Grand Thankst'ving ball and prevents dandruff and hair falling
by the Christopher Colombo society at out; restores life to dead hair; reColombo hall.
moves moles, warts and superfluous
Dec. 5. Miss Katherine Hcimbeck hair. Give her a trial. She also has
concert at Colombo hall.
a very fine tooth powder, which she
guarantees to be free from ail metallic
To the Public.
substances. It perfumes the breath.
Allow me to gay a few words In praise hardens
the gums and makes the teetu
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. lean clean and
white. It is highly recom
recommend it with the utmost confld-- t mended by all first class dentists. Al
nee. It has done good work for me so a face powder,
a freckle cure, and
and will do the same for others. I had pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
a very severe cough and cold and fearthese preparations are purely vegetaed I would get pneumonia, but after ble compounds. Give
a trial.
taking the second dose of this medi- Automatic telephone 490. her
I
cine
felt better, three bottles of it
cured my cold and the pains in my
See the Prices Sue the Goods.
chest disappeared entirely. I am most
lespectfully yours for health, Ralph S.
Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
Meyers, 64 Thirty-seventSt., WheelDouble buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
ing, W. Va. For sale by all druggists.
SANTA FE, N. M.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
We make tbe best door and window
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
screens. They are far superior to any
LIGHTED. STEAM HEATED,
8addles, $7.00 to $'.0.00.
made in the east at the same price.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
T. Telephone No. 463.
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
Blankets, etc., etc.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
The thrifty buyer knows that the
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
"Lion Store" is tbe money saving spot.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
Where else on this green earth can
400 Railroad Ave
Albuquerque
PLAN- you buy the finest $1.60 men's shirts
at 48c The Lion Store.
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Tin, gaivaniieo
iron and coppei
Proprietor and Owner.
woik. Albuquerque Hardware compa.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
ay.
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Black Guaranteed TaflVta

woven in every yard extra heavy
wide regular $t. 25 quality
tomorrow per yard
A

PATTERN FREE

guarantee
24 inches

tr

j yW

iZKZJStSi

Black Vflvetefn-ex- tra
good grade
beautiful black 24 inches wide none ever
sold for les9 than
tomorrow per yard
mmmmim'm'mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Persian effects in
Printed
beautiful designs and co.orings for waists
antl trimmings actual $1.25 value
Q
tomorrow per yard
$-2-

5

75

V-lv-

OOC
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PATTERN FREE

Prepare for Thanksgiving and Buy Your Linens Here
Bleached Table Damask
wide warranted pure Linen $1.00 quality tomorrow per yard. .....69a
Unbleached Table Damask
wide strictly all Linen 75c quality tomorrow per yard
48o
Bleached Table Damask 72 Inches wide finest and purest Linen flax $1.50 quality tomorrow per yd. 88c
Turkey Red Table Napkins fringed warranted fast colors 20 Inches square worui $2.00 per doiv
tomorrow per doz
$1.25
Bleached Table Napkins all pure Linen medium size worth $1.25 per doz. tomorrow per dot
880
h
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8T0VE WORK.
Tbe Peninsular is a beater and
J. Post & Co. to have your tilator. Whitney Company.
stove work done and get a good Job by
0
Oo

to

ven-

E.

competent mechanics.
Try Albers Milk.
.
a
Before paying 10 cents a quart for
F. A. Jones, fc. M., C. E.
milk, try ours; 16 quarts for $1.00.
Consulting Mining Engineer '
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey Albers Dies'.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Casa de Oro.
Correspondence solicited.
Rooms with board; electric lights
W. L. Brackett & Co.,
and gas; hot and cold water in each
the new blacksmiths on Copper ave- room. Special rates to permanent
nue, between Second and Third streets, boarders; no Invalids; No. 613 West
have received a new rubber tiring Gold avenue.
machine and guarantee
their work.
o
They do horseshoeing as a specialty,
Acorn base burners. The world's
o
standard. Whitney Comapny.
Subscribe for the Citizen.

Prill in your tinware and have
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware

Have you seen tnat blue enameled
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardware company's store. It Is the moat
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.
F. 0. Wolfe nas opened up the stadia
208 Railroad avenue, and would be
pleased, to have you call and look at
his work.

at

Have your nouse weu ventilated by
using a Peninsular base burner.
Whitney Company.

E. WALKER

COLUMBUS HOTEL

On Friday and Saturday
November

14

and

15

17-2-

Tlu inns Itatcs, representing A. E.
Amh'mn fc Co., Chicago tailors,
will bo .it my store with his lino
of fain pies fur
Fall
:n (1 Winter Suits, Overcoats and
Trousi rs in the largo piece.
The buajinrss is done through me,
ai:d I guarantee everything.
Made-to-Ord-

er
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Tlios F. Kelelior
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NO SALE

MANDELL

....The Leading Clothier and Men's Outfitter....
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Dance tonight at Odd Fellows' hall
author, musician and various other by Mrs. Rose Berry. . Come and enjoy
things. Is an excellent reconteur and youfself.
first

dais artist.

newslwDer man, poet,

The
companionable In the extreme.
Los Angeles Herald says: "He Is worth
meeting again and worth hearing al'
ways.''
.,
Rev. W. Lalshley Hall. B. C. says:
"HIb English Rood breeding will speak
for itself."
.The Deoule of Aii.iinuorcue can look
forward to an evening of the most
unique and enjoyable nature.

ANNUAL SALE

A MILLION HEALTHY, MANLY AMERICAN

o-

MEN,

-

UCUIUUIU)

Furnirure

Sleepers"

'

Just received, a fine line of Brussels
and ingrain art squares, also velvet
and axminster carpets. Our prices and
terms are within the reach of all.
Furniture Co.

PIANO RECITAL

gO,000,000 boxes
Greatest in the World

"Heyvyard

The program for Miss Menaul's concert printed in another column is an
attractive one.
' Albert' Bros. Dairy.
Believe in no one but yourself and
try Albers Bros'., 19 quarts for $1.00.

Fu-trei-

Program of Miss Menaul's Concert at
Colombo Hall Tomorrow Night.
MIrs 'Mary Menaul will be assisted
by Edward Thomas, Idfso; Robert T.
Blair,' violinist, and Mrs. Mabel .gtev- - ONE MERRY NIGHTIlim
OH
accompanist. Concert will
THURSDAY
start promptly at 8 o'clock.
Sonata Op. 10, No. 2, (Beethoven),
C. B. MARVIN'S
Miss May Menaul.
FUNNY FARCE
FURIOUSLY
Torrcador Song from Carmen, (Bizet). Edward Thomas.
Waltz Op. 70, No. 1. (Chopin) ; Noc- A
turne Op." 9, No. 2, (Chopin); Polonaise Op. 63, (Chopin), Miss Menaul.
Adagio; Allego Maestoso A minor
concerto, (De Berlot), Robert Blair.
"Ho! Ye Townsmen" Fortune Teller, (Herbert), Mr. Thomas.
Le Paplllon, (Lavaliee); Romanze
Op. 17, No. 3, (Von Fielltz); Geschich-teans dem Wiener Wald, (Strauss
Schutt), Miss Menaul.

COLOMBO HALL
llfUViZU

--

latbera of families, business men, statesmen, mechanics.
fanners, lawyers, ministers, doctors, bookkeepers, bankers, sailors, soldiers, traveling1 salesmen,
railroad ors, laboring men, men in every walk of life, in every line of activity, keep their bowels
regular with OASOAKETS Candy Cathartic They tell other men about the wonderful merit
of this wonderful little tablet. They take OASCABETS home to their wives and families. The
consequence Is a sale of nearly A MILLION BOXES A MONTH, made by merit and appreciation. A man who kaeps his bowels regular with GASOARETS Candy Cathartio, can keep
strong and healthy even without much exercise, for when the bowels are regular and the
strong the system is safe and the muscles, brain and nerves will have Inexhaustible
elasticity and life. All druggists, lOo, 25o, 60a Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped
OCO. Sample and booklet free. Address Sterling Remedy
or New York.
sga
dig-es-tio-

Rubber Tired end Triple Springs.
They are the best because they're
better made than others, more care
bestowed on every dete.il this
with referenco to the baliy carriages we offer for the consideration
of the parents of this city. They
give the maximum of comfort to
child and, nurse' or mother, the
maximum of symmetry and beauty
at a minimum cost. Easy running
and noiseless.
We have Just received thlrty-flvfof the very latest and best Etyles.

MEMBER

WISE

n

which meat people use tight hours
out of the twenty-fou- r
should be
dainty, artistic, the epitome of the
designer's skill. Such furniture is
to be seen at O.'W. Strong & 8ons'.
Make your, bride, your wife, jour
sister, your daughter, happy In Its
ownership and so make yourself
glad. Of courEe our stock is not
limited to bedroom furniture we
fit out parlor, dining room, sitting
room cs well.
Dressers, dressing sables, chiffoniers, commodes, Iron or brass
beds, buffet 8, tables, rockers and
easy chairs.

c

Pretty

SriSR

In Vtgss
t::i

MEN

ORGANIZE.

Merchants Want Protec-- .

Frea Paopli Who Don't Pay
Their Bills.

THE SEIATDRS

AT

US

VE6AS.

Special Correspondence.
Las Vega N.,Vior. II. A large
number of the business net of the
city met last night in Judge Wooster's
office and perfected the organisation
f the Business Men's Protective association of Las Vegas. The constitution and' by ..laws "were adopted and
Ike organisation perfected. A board
of directors of nine members were
elected as follows, they to elect the of.
Seers of the association: J. A. Dick,
T. 0Byrne, J.- K, Stearns, T. T. Hay
Q.
, ward, C D. Boucher, Ike Dari. O.
Schaefer, J. D. Osborne and Charles
Sporieder. The object of the aasocla
la va
. tinn ia to protect the members
'rloaa ways, 'principally by keeping
each other posted as to the people- - of
ar bad pay. The asso
the citjr-wk- a
ciation ia intended to be not only local,
fcnt terrliiorjaltha. association to be
Tamed all orer the territory and the
, list of flead beaU ate tohe exchanged
ao as to make It impossible for a wind
Vug customers to gej. their Victims in
t i t Jk , ti
U territory.- W. B. Twitchell has made
rich
strike down In one f his CWestfo-tailttag claims near the Hamilton mines.
At a depth of thirty feet some fine
re baa already been taken o"ut and the
prospects are very flattering.
Mr,
'.Twitchell la Interested with some east-i.- r
parties 4n his, nine claims there
,and they juv a force of eight men at
work oa the mines and plenty of cap- 4tai to back the development work.
If the mines turn out as it Is believed
they will, a mill will be erected there
a regular, mining camp Inaugu- -

'"'

ed by the court.
As Attorney Heacock, of Albuquer
que, had failed to put in an appear
ance for the defense of Witt Nell, O.
P. Money took charge of his case, and
the attorneys took Cook and Neil to a
side room, with the deputies on guard
at the door, to confer with their clients. Extraordinary precautions are
taken to prevent the escape of the
prisoners, as it Is realized the fellows
are a desperate lot. Cook especially
being cunning and a good planner for
escape. The deputies will not breathe
easy until they see the whole lot In
the penitentiary.
As the attorneys were not ready to
proceed with the defense, and there
were no other cases ready for trial until the grand Jury reported, court adjourned until tomorrow morning at 10
o'clock.
The first quarterly conference will
be held tomorrow at the Methodist
church. Superintendent Morrison will
arrive this week to conduct the services.
Mrs. H. L. Monroe left this afternoon
for Albuquerque.
W. A Althoff, the machinery agent,
did not get off to Santa Fe until this
afternoon.
Jadge H. L. Waldo returned this at
ternoon from his trip to Santa Fe. .
B. F. Kalght left this afternoon for
Santa Fe.
Hon. Engenlo Romero left this aflernoon tor santa tre on a business
trip.: I ....
A. J. Loomls is ever ' from Santa
-

.

sheriff of one of Kan
it saalJOG.' Vincent;
counties., left today with his

a

v

nd

good

wh f or home. she having spent several months at the Montezuma.
D. S. Cook and his two sons', Dv 8.,
Jrrr and H. S.. left this afternoon for
Albuquerque. . The young men have
teen, staying at Pond's ranch.
v
.,T4rs.' Williams, of New York,- reported to be' one of the richest. women in
the country, arrived here this" morning In hor prlvlte car "Colonia" on flu.
8 and went to the springs.
She went
-

east

on No. 2.

.

.

- '.

The
on,territories of
There ar sis new brakesmen in the United States senate arrived here
town waiting for runs, and there Is this afternoon and were met at the dePlenty of business on the Santa Fe pot by the Las Vegas military band
-

to rlre

'

"

"

and a large assemblage of Las Vegas'

JRody
Ler
T Vttir A Day. the AIbuurquVlii - iIi6u3
accompanied, the senators
France man. left yesterday for Bt. pf Raton,
Mr,
Rodey hvn(
dtfwa frttmRton,
Louis.
-

-

,

1L D. Hallet was down from Wat gone inrougn last night to meet the
,.
scnatorsT""" ' "
reus yesterday.
.
In the party ire Senators A J.
W. F. Degner, who has been vlslt- of Indiana; H. E. Burnham.'ot
. tag his daughter and son here,
New Hampshire; Henry Heltfeld.of
hi n6iflt t Raton.
Idaho, and N. P. Dillingham, of VerDL ChUdcrs. United States' attorney, came up last night from Albunuer mont. The rest of the party will Join
qaeto.be present at the trial of the the committee later, they being unable.
to Join the committee 6a tfts Start.
Vtort Snmner. postoffice robbers!
ttothschlld.
' Frank Ji Buck, the engineer for the With the senators'are L.
Tecolote Mill company, arrived last a friend of Senator BeverMge. and
sight from Denver and will go oat to lieutenant to the commission;. Thomas
Ship, private secretary to Senator
the mines tomorrow to look over the P.
ground and get things ready for the Bevsridge and secretary of the
'
State Senator Osbora, of InerecUon.ot the mill, ti 'V
official reporter; S. A. Henshaw,
Wn. A. 1. Gilbert and daughter, Miss diana,
messenger, and J. Simon, of Washing
'"""Ciace. left yesterday for Deming.
Robert Hsjrward left today for Santa ton, interpreter,
senators and party took dinfler
Ros4 On 1 sheep deal.
the Castaneda and then went up
Jlrs. William Hunter. m'J family at
une P last evening from Santa Rosa stairs to a room where they held s
consultation and got down to busings
lor a visit hers with friends.
H. C. Williams left this afternoon for a short time.
At this session the United States
Santa Rosa to buy some sheep.
--

.

Bev-erldg-

yester--TfAirpedJ- g

n;

ItAlfred Sena came down from

Trin-

court officials were examined 'on

Word comes from Santa Fe that" Ihe
part of their business secret. The sen
ators are going at their work In a sys only child of Col .and Mrs. Max Frost
a bright little cherub of a boy Is
tematic manner and have a well form
dead, and In consequence that happy
ulated plan of operation.
The party will leave here tonight in home, which the little fellow made so
their private car Chili for Santa Fe, bright and cheerful, is now desolate
running as a special, and will take in and cheerless.
The Citizen has no
that town tomorrow. Albuquerque Is particulars of his death, but offers Its
billed for about Friday, and possibly condolence to the bereaved parents.
Socorro will get the next day. The
Pleasure and good time are on the
senators are not traveling on any
schedule, but will have to be back by program at the dance given by Mrs
Rose Berry at Odd Fellows' ball to
the time congress convenes.

O. W. STRONG & SONS
We arc Especially Equipped

IT'S THE LIMIT
A

Whirlwind of Fun
A Cyclone of Mirth
A Tornado of Laughter

8im.

i

.
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ci?)

turkey

-
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Wm. Farr,

NOT TOO

IT

COLOMBO HALL

J. C.

EARLY

I

BALDRIDGE

S
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llfll 17(
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House Furnishings

OBEilLE STOCK CO. BUTMAN'S STUDIO
'Jnitaed

wd. (.cesser,

It
neaung

. . . . Teller.

n

irom

jz.au up

Stoves,

Furniture,
Art

;

Bedjpattresses

oprings

,

.

..Borradaile
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WE HAVE THE LARGESTjLINE OF

'iHahria&c repairIng.'U

STOVES

ses-blo- n

JTf IACKHJVI

r

ITU
a

.

i

Both Wholesale and Retail
Do not buy until you examine our stock We can please you

Houth Second Street

Albuquerque, Few

Our

Work

We buy ouly In ear lots.

Our Price's Are Lower
Than Ever Uefore . .

.....'Wniitnev Company
113-11- 7

Horses Shod With Us
We Guarantee

Joblifrsof Fli0f and Henry Hardware. number, Steam and Gas Fitters

Sen-eca-

Harness Repaired.

1

In New Mexico

Tinners pik! Cornic Makers.

Si H6..

Have Your Carriage Repaired...

varl-iou- s

THE SURE WAY

to handle your prescriptions.. .Have
done this work for more than twenty
years... Have both phone at a convenient desk to take down at your
doctor's dictation.. .We exercise the

The Original New York Cast in Its
night.
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs
Entirety. .
Mr. Blair and Mr. Thomas, assisted
and colds: reliable, tried and tested,
utmost care
fidelity and when any
by Mrs. Hlmoe will add greatly to the
safe and sure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
I'rlnew:
Ific and 50c of the new and
remedies which are cono
ettractlveness of Miss Menaul's con
Seats will be on sale at 9 a. m. stantly put on the market are needed
cert.
DEATH FROM PNEUMONIA.
Monday, Nov. 17th, at Matson's.
o
we use the telegraph, mail, and extree show Saturday begins at 3 p.
James Hill Succumbs at His Home In
press to get them quickly.. .We don't
m.;
bring
the children. Newcomer's
,
Gila Hot Springs.
mcurn or haggle ever fie profit on any
Word was received in Silver City big window.
cne transaction, but war.t your cona
Saturday evening that James Hill, one
tinued trade and confidence.
The musical puDlic will remember
of the best known citizens of this secthat Miss Menaul's concert must begin
tion, had died that morning at his promptly at
8 o'clock.
Geo. B. Williams, Druggist
home at the Gila hot springs, says the
Independent. He had returned a few
- FRISCO 8HOE 8H0P.
117 West Kailroad Ave.
days before from a prospecting trip,
Get your shoes' repaired at the Frisco
during which he contracted a severe shoe shop.' Best material and work
a tSXnksgiving
cold, which developed Into pneumonia. manshlp
guaranteed at reasonable
When his serious condition became ap- prices; 401 West Railroad avenue, cor
should, be fat, Ju,!cy, tender and well
parent,' a physician was summoned ner Fourth street.
browne In. the baking,' and then- - you
from Silver City, but death ensued behave a flisafjt for the gods. We have--'
Friday evening will offer a round of
fore medical aid reached him.
ordered a ' special lot of extra bred
Mis Menaul's con, Deceased was aged about 40 years, entertainmentsf
turkeys, corn fed, rice fed and eVe
and Is an' old timer in this country, cert at 8 p. m.,i the- reception at, the
., chesthutMl ;jvhich will he of that
having spent the last, twenty years in club at 9: 30. and the banquet at the
.. delicious, flavor that will make your
mining' and stock raising. He is also Alvarado later,
.' mouth water Uefore you have tastedTlt.
an owner with his brother of the .celeOrder your turkey before, Tbanksgiv--- ,
'
Exposition,
brated Oila hot springs. His brother, International Live Stock
ing if possible, and, we will furnish
III.
Chicago,
Spence, is at present In the east. Mr.
you with any kind of a bird that you
on
Tickets
sate
29,
30
November
and
Hill was unmarried, his relatives livmay desire, ,.
i
December 1 at rate of $45 for round
ing In Kansas.
trip.
Good to leave Chicago up to and
Mr? Hill was a quiet, unassuming
.!
'
8. F. L. Myers,
man, who attended strictly to his own Including December
J bnn
agent.
affairs, and who was scrupulously honest In all his dealings. He was highly
IS
respected and esteemed, and the news
of his sudden death will be sad tidings
' Native and Chicago Lumber.
O. A. MATRON, Manager.
to his many friends throughout southwestern New Mexico.
"Meurn. Oberle, Balaaco asd Norrli have to think about Photographs for Christ SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT Cover BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
aaacnibleda company of artUta that ha mas. Remember that a dozen PhotoMorel Look Best! ' Wear Longest! Sash, Dor, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
bmn eqaalloft In tha oulhwml.- "'
"THE KING OF TRAMPS."
Phornlx. ArU., Dally Republican, Oeto-- graphs make twelve pice Christmas Most Economical I Full
Measure I
Cement, Glass Paint, etc.
presents.
"t
OllverNalnbridge Will b Hera on
First
Atrthst
A
Lead
and
vena. JUbuqsMfauc.
FIVE NIGHTS
KOV. 17, 18, 19, 21 and 22
Saturday of This Week."-Editor- s
Do not delay too long beCOMMENCING
Cltizerf.
Holbrook Ariz.:- Nov. 12. Oliver"
fore making your engage.
I
Balnbridge, who has won for himself
'
merits for fittings,
SPECIAL MATINEB SATURDAY.
the title "King of Tramps," spent toTHE
FAMOU8
ORIGINAL
day at Holbrook visiting ths school,
talking and sketching to the children,
-- arning
meeting
with everybody
ll'towuV pickle up25oy Interesting
216 RAILROAD AVENUE.
"nd- - Unapproachable.
117 Gofd Avenue
facts. This evening he spoke In thet
school room by special request to a
.
PRESENTING
large audience who were charmed with Monday, Nov. 17 "The Lost Paradise"
'
'
r-'.i
t
o.
the excellent : entertainment he pro- Tuesday, Nov. 18 "The Big Casino."
otovea
j
vided. Mr. Balnbridge has spent the
last six years and four' months wan- Wednesday, Nov. 19 "The Octoroon.",
Ranges,
Automatic 'phot 574
dering round the world and during
Friday, Nov. 21 "A .Woman's Honor."
Street,
that time has walked some '40,000
Soutfi
Second
litti
Squares, Crockery
Nov. ' 22 "I'm a Llar,'
IbpgnorgOT, w
miles. His experiences are marvelous Saturday.
spy
shot and arrested as a
in Tur- Saturday Matinee, Nov. 22 "The Lort
J
Be autif ul (ron
key, lost In India, shot In New Zealand,
;
. (
Paradise."
Imprisoned In Russia, shipwrecked,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
etc., etc, He carries documents from Pulli Completa and Powerful Acting
and
Second street, betweVa Railroad and
the greatest people of the day and the
, QoppeV fcYenae
Company
and Scenic
Elaborate
mayor of each iity KoTas" visited,
Mechanical y Equipment All Pro Horse and Mates bought and exchangproving b'i antilAtneku Ha ham l.fcn
ductions Given in their Original En- ed. LlveTy, Salo. Peed and ,
ljr t& heads of each country
tlrety.
T6nafer gtables
snd hM many honors conferred upon
hlnV.
He is compiling an extensive PriCBS-25- c,
35c, 50c and 75c BEST YURNOUTB "iN THE CITY
Vork which is endorsed ly press, pul
Seats ready at Matson's Book 6tore
Attdren W." L. TRIMBLE k CO,
pit and educational bodies He is a Saturday, Nov. 15.
Albncuerqu.. N. M.

matters and this afteritbbn a large
idad yesterday to visit with friends.
Rev. Jacob Kaplan will occupy the number of thb court dockets were
pulpit at the synagogue on Friday brought over fur InspeVVion.
After this short, Waslon, the senat
sight. Rev. Kaplan Is from Albuquer
que and promises the congregation a ors, accompanied ly several citizens,
were driven 'over the city, and tonight
good discourse.
at 7 o'clock there will be another
Jacobson,
Charles
of
The remains
of the committer, at which a num.who died in the Ladles' borne, were
of prominent citizens haye been
this afternoon shipped to Chicago to ber
his wife. Mr. Jacobson carried $ 1,000 atked to be present to give testimony.
insurance, which paid his funeral ex- Just what the testimony Is Is not given out, the commission making that
penses.
United States court convened this
jnorn'ng at 10:15, with Judge Mills on
the bench. The matter of the petition to prevent pneumonia and consumpfor bankruptcy in the case of A. A. tion Is to cur your cold when it first
Seneca! was brought up and the court appears. Acker's English Remedy will
issued an order denying the petition stop th cough in a night, and drive
l the cold out of your system.
Always a
and the case was dismissed. Mr.
had skipped the, Country, he being quick and sure cure for asthma, bronchitis and all throat and lung troubles.
in Canada.
If it does not satisfy you the druggist
next
were
robbers
The Fort Suinnex
will refund your money. Write to us
atbrought in and W. B. Bunker,. as
for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co..
torney for Massagee, made a request Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'RIelly ft Co. nL
Co.
tor a separate trial, which was allow. B. II.
B.-ig-gs

Child Dead.

JrTfxI'v

J.

Korber

& Co., AlSEcTE-'- '

Corner First Street and Copper Avenue,

Albuquerque,

N.

M.

,
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INDIGESTION

BAPTISTS IN CONVENTION.

CLASSIFIED ADS.

the cause of mere discomfort than
any other ailment if you eat the
rhlogs that you want aud that are good
r you, yen are distressed. Acker's
vyspepsla Tablets will make your digestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia
and its attendant disagreeable symptoms. You can safely eat anything at
any time, if you take one of these tablets afterward. Sold by all druggists

Is

First Session Held This Afternoon

Note All classified advertisement
The Program for Tomorrow.
or raVer 'liners,' one cent a word for
The New Mexico Baptists held the
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
first session- of their third annual
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
'
In order to Insure proper classification
meeting In the Baptist church on
left at this of
all "liners" should
South Broadway this afternoon.
1
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUIlDlNU
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m. ,
The delegates who have arrived to
attend the first meeting of the three
PERSONAL PKOPERTY LOANS.
'
'
.
.r f
days' convention arc:
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanks
an
guarantee.
25
cents.
positive
a
under
misWright
R.
B.
Rev.
and wife,
Money refanded if you are not satis-deHouee Furnishing" Goods. '
sionaries to the Navajos at Two Grey
8en1 to us for a free sample. On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Hills, N. M.; N. B. Rairden, D. D., su- V. H. I looker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Wagons
and other Chattels, also on
perintendent of mission in Omaha; J. II. O'Kielty A Co. and li. H. Brlgga
FROM S10 UPWARDS. One
Salaries.
Delf-war- o.
Co.
Rev. E. Burch, of Raton; Rev. C. C.
to
months time la given.
twelve
Young, pastor of Roswell; Frank Div- church tomorrow tirway) at 3:30 p.
delay and strictly private;
era, of Roswell; A. A. Beeman, of m. This change has been made from Wltnout
Goods remain In your possession. GET
Carlsbad, and visitors C. V. Brockway, Wednesday at 7:30 p. m. to Friday OUR RATES before borrowing.
' Now, you will need them.
of Prescott, ArU., and Mr. Freeman, afternoon to suit the convenience of
PRIVATE OFFICES.
'
of El Paso.
the nights grow cooler. The
many who desire to attend the lecture
OFEN EVENINGS.
Among those expected to arrive to but who cannot come out at night. The
LOAN CO.,
we are now
HOUSEHOLD
THE
. Blanket offerings
night are: Rev. Warren H. Rishel, of subject of the lecture tomorrow will lie
3 and 4 Grant Building,
Rooms
.making
something
no eco- are
the Echo mission at Velarde, N. M.; St. John's Oospel and Christ's Divin
305 West Railroad Avenue.
"
Rev. R. A. Wlllet and wife, of Missouri, ity." All are Invited regardless of
at creed or denomination.
who Is en route to his pastor-flee- t
to miss. In the lot aire white
FOUND.
Silver City; Miss Mina S. Everett, mis
and colored blankets, cotton and
R. J. Turnbull came in from Gallup FOUND An Elk charm. Address M,
sionary of the Woman'a Baptist Home yesterday
I
down filled comforters,
will
tonight
leave
bed
for
and
Topeka,
Kansas.
F. Hand,
Missions of Las Vegas; Mrs. P. B. Denver, where he will secure the serv.
spreads and pillows, all offered
Tooras, Mexican missionary of Las
r
WANTED.
js Vegas, and Rev. J. C. Chapin, of Clay- Ices of a first class well driller. Mr,
at substantial money savings.
mm
a member of the Manuelito
is
Turnbull
ton, N. M.
good
purchase
WANTED
horse
To
Blankets from 60c to 915.00 a
Oil company and is convinced tnat oil
and buggy on easy payments, or hire
Rev. E. Burch lead the devotional ex
'
pair.
exists in unknown quantities In that
by
afternoon,
care
otherwise
will
month.
of
The
the vicinity. In any event, he will at once
ercises this
the
best
AN OLD FASHIONED
$1
Comforters
to
from
$12.50
program was carried out as published
be given. Inquire 216V4 South SecTHANKSGIVING DINNER
active work on his compa
each.
yesterday. Rev. C. C. Young, of Ros inaugurate
ond street.
was always a bounteous repast, and
ny's
well and hopes to "Btrike it rich"
WANTED To rent horse and rig an
well, will deliver the sermon tonight, In a big flaw of oil very soon.
was made an occasion of general re- - j
hour or two each da; state price.
Rev. Chapin not being able to arrive
jolcing, and the dining room was made
There will be a regular convocation
services.
for
Address Careful, this office.
in
the
here
time
Everyone
possible.
as
aa attractive
The program lor tomorrow is as fol of Rio Grande Chapter No. 4, Royal WANTED A young lady stenograshould have the tuning room look
evening
at 7:30, at
Arch Masons this
pher with aeveral years experience
lows:
cheery and bright for this festive occaMasonic hall. A full attendance Is rewould like position; first class ref-Friday Morning, November 14,
.
r
sion, and a new sidelioard, table, china
Visiting companions cordiquested.
meeting,
O.
A
erences given. Address M.S. m . 3
Wil
Devotional
9:30
our
or
buffetsfrom
closet, chairs
By
of
E.
order
ally
P.
H.
invited.
the
Citisen office.
liams, D. V., Minneapolis.
stock will have the desired
WANTED Pupils In dancing and elo
10:00 Enrollment of officers; report L. H. Chamberlln, secretary.
effect. We guarantee all our goods as
'
The Woman's Christian Temperance
cution. Apply No. 311 Atlantic
of program committee.
thoroughly exam- -'
represented, or your money back.
to have your
union will hold a mothers' meeting on
10:30 Report of treasurer.
action-ist.an- d
and printer.
10:40 Report of board of managers. Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the WANTED Retoucher
ined. 1 2 years'experience
Co.
215 West Railroad
move adoption of report, J. O. Wll home of Mrs. Howe on South Broad
Butman's
studio,
To
Viaduct
West End
Aloe-Co- .,
frame fitter withv
avenue.
Hams, of Raton; to second report, Mil way. All ladles Interested are cordial
Gold Avenue
Cor. Second Street-anly invited to attend.
ton Reece, Weed.
WANTED Ten men In each state to
JRuppe.
Louis, Mo.-W- ith
11:30 General discussion of report.
travel, tack signs and distribute samThe California limited No. 3 was an
Appointment of committees.
goods.
onr
ples
Sal
and circulars of
hour late this morning on account of
ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
being held back by the Prince of
Friday Afternoon.
'
expenses. National Soap Works.Chi- New Mexico Baptists at work in Siam's special train. The prince must
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
cago.
be pretty slow, the flyer passing him
America.
AVE.
RAILROAD
119
'
WANTED Manager of new branch of
I. N. Clark, at Raton.
Devotional
service,
2:00
Only shop In town W, Ich employs Kansas City.
our business here In Albuquerque.
E. Barela, deputy sheriff of Valencia
first class workman.
Address at once, with references, Al
2:20 Sermon, J. C. Chapin, of Clay county, from San Rafael, is In the city
OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
inirty year' experience In es-- ton.
today on official business. He reports
Ohio.
3:00 Report of committee on homo a heavy rain In his section, followed
lectins the latest novelties In the
Men to learn barber
WANTED
finest
Imported
Worsteds and missions, MIbs Everett. East Las Ve by a light snow storm, the other
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
Tweeds. Goods from all the
gas. .
experience in one month than shops
Ing cloth Arms of Europe and
3:10 Address, N. B. Rairden, D. D.,
Jose G. Chaves, the well known live
'
in one year. Abundance of practice,
'
America.
Omaha,
''
stock adjustor for the Rio Grande dl- qualified teachers, tools .presented,
'
3! 40 General discussion Opened by viElon
The lest cloth display for Fall
In
la
the
of the Santa Fe road,
wages Saturdaya, diplomas granted
Ore.
Wooddy.
Portland,
D.
D..
S.
and Winter In Mexico.
city, settling up several stock claims
positions when competent Quick
and
gon.
We solicit your, patronage, gen- against the company.
and practical method. Our system la
work
Mexican
of
4:00
Presentation
guar,
Satisfaction
tlemen dressers.
"street Commissioner Martin Tierney
. '
well known. Established In 1893.
and ProvUloni.
and needs. ; Remarks by secretary and
anteed or no sale. .
doing good work putting gravel on
is
Louis,
St.
In
New.Orleana,
Branches
others.
traad seatfewsat. "r
Car tit m specialty .
crossing.
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
4:30 "Our Navajo Mission." R. B the street
W. J, Templeton, machinist In the lo
If you want to be a barber write,
Wright, missionary. Dedication of N
FARH AND FREIQHT WAOONS.
cal shops, is enjoying a few days', lay
Moler System Barber College Rep
vajo missionary wagon.
off.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
resentative,
.. Alb qucrqtt
Railroad Avenue
WANTED A girl for general house
Tickets reserving seata at Miss Me-- 1
Building.
Another Handsome
work; good wages; steady employ
naul's concert at Colombo hall Friday
Bachechi & Gloml, the First streef .ment. r- Inquire at Mra, George
now on, sale at Mataon's.
evening.,
wholesale liquor merchants, will, la
:,
;. T"::
Neher'a, 403 North Second street. .
the next few months, have a fine three WANTED Active Catholic lady to
To-BROS. & CO,
"
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific arid the Atchison,
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO :MBEARRUP
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.;
story building of their own to occupy.
work at home; $36 paid f6r 12 daya'
1. '.xt
Jri'! 'i :i' t ill wi.
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies,
As previously! stated 'they purchased
permanent If satisfactory.
trial;
Luna is In the city two fine business lota at the corner of
Solomon
Mrs.
Bldg.,
Chi
EngwaU,
Lakeside
John
i
;
. . $500,000.00
.
Authorized Capital V';V
from Los Lunas.
First street and Silver avenue. Today
cago.
.
.
L'im'F
.11
::.
last
Ephemla
returned
profits
Nelson
.$200,000.00
Miss
they let the contract to J3. Berardlnelll
Paid up Capital, Surplus and
FOR SALE.
' OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
night from a three months visit to to do the excavation and the stone
Wew medico",
ALBUQUERQUE,'
New York. Long Island and Dobb'a foundation work, and the contractor
A young Jersey milk cow.
SALE
Joshua S. Reynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi- FOR
.
Ferry.
work
to
his
hopes
start
able
to
at
be
t,
road.
Mountain
.
815
Enquire at
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
Mr. and Mrs. John Shroeder left last n a few days. The building will be
r
SALE A new
- A B. McMillan.
H. F.'Raynolds, - We manufacture Leather"' Pants,' Coats, Moccasins, Blacksmith
nlgnt for St. Louis, where Mrs. three stories ' high, with cellar, and FOR
new.
' '
cheap;
almost
'
typewriter
No.
t
'
"T
and make Angora Ruga.'
Aprons,
placed
$30,'
the
under
neighborhood
be
will
Schroeder
of
cost
will
in
the
tllltttTtTTTTT
Enquire at 606 West Silver avenue.
do Custom Tanning of .Hides, Skins ahd Furs. Satisfaction
We
care- - of an eye specialist.
000.
FOR BALE Several hundred pounds
guaranteed. We pay the highest prices for Pelts which"1 we uM lit
Miss Helmbeck's concert will take
"
,,! !".
of old papers, good for wrapping
'
our leather goods. '
making
place Thursday, November 27, on
MINING MEN.
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citi
our exhibit at the fair. '
examine
to
fall
Dont
Thanksgiving night, Instead of the
sen. Albucuerque. N. M.
date previously announced.
CapL A. B. Fitch and C. T. Brown in FOR SALE Old papers, 26 cents per
It will be pleasant to end Thanks
the City,
hundred, at the CItlxen office.
giving day by attending the grand con
Capt. A. B. Fitch, lessee of the Gra
FOR RENT.
cert given by Miss Heimbeck. It prom phlc mine in the Magdalena mountains
manager of the Graphic
Isea to be a most enjoyable treat.
general
and
ALBUQUERQUE;
"
residence, furnish'
".
B. F. Giltner, a prominent mining smelter at Magdalena. and C. T, FOR RENT Brick
and there is nothing in the city like the asad; bath. Also stable and corral.
spend Brown, the big Socorro county mining
been
has
who
Cerrlllos,
man
of
sortment of leather pocketbooks, gent's
Enquire 406 West Railroad avenue.
Ing a couple of daya attending to lm man, are in the city on matters con
traveling cases, etc., etc., that we will be
RENT Housekeeping rooms at
FOR
matters,
returned nected with the Socorro county elec
Dortant business
MANUFACTURERS OF
,
'A "
718 Kent avenue.
4 4
glad to show and quote special prices.
ft
tton contest case, which la being tried
home thia morning. .
three room and
Mouldings. Store Fronts,
Doors,
Sash,
Messrs. Thomas Moore and George in the district court here today. To FOR RENT Flat of
Ap
improvements.
kitchen; modern
E. Tooney, representatives of the Na night the gentlemen will go to Denver,
Office and Store Fixtures.
ply to Thomaa J. Topham, Coyote
tional Life fc Trust company, left thia where they will have' some tine-leaand Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Turning
Wood
Bottling
Works.
Water
mornlna on a canvassing trip to the aulphate ores assayed, and II the asWatch, inspector A., T. & S. F.
Mall Orders Solicited.
says prove satisfactory they will Im FOR RENT Odd Fellowa' hall, tilth
northern part of the territory.
Saturday
dances,
FIRST STREET. .
for
SOUTH
Wednesday
and
403
Romero,
Gregorio
of
eye
mediately buy machinery for a plant
The injured
parties, etc.
See A. D. Johnson,
one of the Loa Lunas boys who was in to reduce them.
agent.
lured bv the explosion of a muztle
The Graphic and other Socorro coun
loading, shotgun, was removed yester ty mining properties 'owned by these FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths.
day morning by Dr. Grove, the oculist gentlemen and their associates ' are
The Englewood. 205 North Second
C
C. B. Allaire, of the firm of Allaire, rich in these ores and if a process to
street. Strong block.
Mlera & Co., merchants and coal mine reduce them can be found the good
cottage.
room
brick
operators of San .Antonio, N. M... .U In times for the Gem city and Magdalena FOR RENT Five
'
'
'
(IncorporaUd)
Inquire at 218 South Walter street.
,'r?"l
the city In connection with the So are not yet over.
case.
corro county election contest
Capt. Fitch is accompanied by bis
MISCELLANEOUS.
Col. W. M.;' Berger, the editor and eon, Max., who ts actmg superintend
Oar fancy eoff bnelMsa fat-- 1901 reached, the snug amount of 10,000
Capital,
do
we
are
so
1902,
and
to
In
in
has
DIAMONDS,
Santa,
order
double
of
Fe
to
that
watches and allver novel
publisher
Max
wish
not
will
Graphic.
the
We
Fitch
ent of the
pounds.
returned to the capital city. The col go to Denver tonight but will return
ties at factory prices. Money refund
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
onel ran on the Independent republican to his home at Magdalena.
ed if not satisfactory. Send for Illus
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan I
ticket at the recent election for legls
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
lative representative, and received 196
OBERLE STOCK COMPANY.
equal
op.
we
36
consider
20
cent
Our
cents
blend
from
to
prices
suit
tt
not
elected
city.
was
York
New
He
told.
votes
all
grades
cent
offered
45
ty
the
trades.
' V"t1J!2LlI
40
and
Wehandla
to the most of the
Automatic Uasiighter,
Mrs. M. Salazar y Otero returned Opena at Colombo Hall Monday in IMPROVED
keep the very best to bo had
K.
Baking
Powder,
C
As to teas. Everyone knowa that
lights gas without matches; Just Im"The Lost Paradise."
last night from Capulin, Colo., where
Navajo Blankets,
.1
la the territory.
The Oberle Stock company Is said to
ported; sensational rarvel. Sample
she had been for a month, visiting her
wurtlce
Canned
get
delay;
very
Lost
work
"The
of
in
the do
25c, dozen $1.50. Don't
effective
aunt, Mrs. Rounialdo Ortiz, wife
Colorado Lard and Meats.
aome today. Hamburger Gasllghterl ijil Itttiwctisiau1'51- eeneral merchant of that town. Mrs. Paradise," the play in which It makes
W. Railroad Ave
Co., 79 Fifth avenue. Chicago.
Ortis is the guest of her sister, Mrs, its initial bow I fore an Albuquerque
A. E. De Baca, of this city, she arriv audience next Monday night.
Houses at
TO LOAN.
The work is by the late Prof. Henry
ing last night with Mrs. Salazar.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
The official returns of Santa Fe O. De Mille, an eminent writer on S5,0U0 Money to loan on good real es
0Ko04K)oexexexoeKOf
VEGAS, N. M AND QLOR
county shows that James D. Hughes economic questions. The story of the
tate aecurity. M. E. Mickey. Crom
I ETA, N. M.
struggle
between
the
New
manager
Mexican
piece
building.
with
of the
well
deals
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 29? business
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
and the territorial printer, was defeat capital and labor. The scenes and lncl
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.
New York Money.
3,265 Men'a and Boys' Fine Shirts
ed for the office of treasurer and ex dents of the drama center around
New York, Nov. 13. Money on call are too many for any store to handle,
pat
county
by
valuable
and
factory,
large
Fe
Iron
Santa
of
collector
officio
'
ij;
"b
especially if they haven't the room for p!
George W. Knael!, democrat, by 29 ents and their history form the chie steady at 5V6 per cent. Silver, 49.
go
they must
'em. But remember
events upon whb-- the interest in th
votes. It was a very close race.
St. Louis Wool.
:
Telephone
Grosvenor Blaine Clarkson, a son of story depends. A romance creeps Into
St. Louis, Nov. 13 Wool Steady; and 39c for a fancy shirt is Just like
getting money from home. The Lion
Gen. J. S. Clarkson, a prominent Iowa the play to enliven the prosaic facts of territory and western medium, 16
'".
C;
republican politician, is in the city and business life. A big strike causes Ql&c; fine, 12&16V4c; coarse, 1215c. Store.
YOU WANT!
will remain indefinitely. Young Clark trouble and thu indentifies the acts
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
r!
Suppression of Robbery.
Plumbing.
son is connec ted in a reportorlal capac with the real incidents of current
depart13.
plumbing
Nov.
The
States
United
a
.
added
Wc
have
Manila.
Mail
Ex
and
York
New
times.
ity Vith the
Mr. Oberle appeared in the original commission has passed an act to as- - ment and tin shop to our business.
press, and he is here to recuperate. He
expects his distinguished father to ar production of "The Lost Paradise" in slat it the suppression of ladronlsm, It When you have anything In thia line K THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
- LOCAL 'UNDERTAKER BANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
''
New York, ten y. ars ago. and two makes highway robbery committed by to be done see us about it before plac- - g
.ND TELEGRAPH CO.
rive from the east tonight.
years
service
literary
and
later staged it for Charles Froh-ma- three or more persons a capital of- - Ing your order. Albuquerque Hard- Don't forget the
cocxxxxxxxxxx)oooocxxxxxy'
ware company.
fense.
in London.
Bible lecture in St. John's Episcopal

THE FAIR...
886.
ESTABLISHED

"

idrockeryy Glassware and
China in all it's branches.
Graniteware, Unionware,
Tinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee- tho best with premium.

''
J.W. MALETT
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HONEY TO LOAN

Tromfe Blankets.
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NOTHING
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Fiitrelle Furniture
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St.

Frank Tomci & Bros.

A. A. WINTERER,

307

Railroad Ave.

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER;

.

,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
.w&siD Eposi tqky.
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,

Wool Pullers, Tannero
and Manufacturer s
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.

Smith-Premie-

"

THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE LEATHER
T. .Y. Maynard.

the Jeweler.
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NEWS OF THE CHURCHES

DUNBAR'S

I After He Comes

ue

ft he bas a hard enough time.

E very-i- t

thing that the expectant mother
Jt can do to help ber child she should
Something new In religion benevo ment, and has resulted In an increase 2 do. One of the greatest blessings
she can give hi in is health, but to
lence, soon to le announced. Is a trust of offerings of about $140,000, and of
f.
do this, she must have health
It is not a combine, but a financial in the number of parishes and missions
She should use every means
etltution, to have most of the functions contributing about 1,000. This church
to improve ber physical condition.
of the trust company. It will lie a resolved officially
to undertake the
She should, by all means, supply
middle corporation, in that it will act raising of $1,000,000 for missions,
cerselt witn
with equal Interest for the giver and home and foreign, or about double the
People decline, It is amount it had leen raising. In carrythe receiver.
said, to deal directly with the mission ing out of the instructions the manaand other benevolent organizations of gers of missions decided to make the
the churches because such organixa stint, for the first year. $750,000, or an
Hons represent themselves only. The increase of $250,uoo. There are 6,600
take her Z
it
vii through
the crisis
proposed benevolent trust will be one parishes and missions, but until this
a n a ' . . n rl 0B
step removed from these missionary last year never more than 2,000 have
quickly. Itisa Z
societies. It will give expert and ac ever sent any money to the board In
liniment which
curate information concerning all hen- any one twelve-monthChildren In
ves strength T?
causes,
perhaps
and
advice
Episcopal
erolent
1
Sunday schools contribute Mv
ar d vigor to the S
concerning them, but will not be com- during Lent a little more than $100,000, ' I
rn uscles
Com- tn on sense will g
mitted to any of them, and the Inquirer and women of the church another
show you L
will be shielded by It from coming $inn.ooo. The result of the experiment
to
that the
into contact with them unless the during the first year is an Increase of
stronger
the 9
n til
giver finally decides to disclose his or $78,000 on the general .fund, $22,000 il
are, &
muscles
her Identity. The project is to em from the children and the women, and
which bear the
power the benevolent trust to receive $40,000 from general sources, making
strain, the le g
pain there will be. I
and administer funds for all benevo- a total of $650,000, or about $100,000
lent purposes, educational and charita- short of the goal. This does not mean is A woman living in Fort Wayne,
Ind., says:
Mother s Friend did
ble as well as missionary, but to have that debt has been Incurred, merely
wonders for me. Praise God for c
It administer them through existing that not all has been raised that was
your liniment."
to
missionary and other benevolent agen- hoped for. Some criticism has been
Read
from
tlii.
Cal.
Hunel.
cies, and not create new distributive heard, but not much, and some dio
" Mother's Friend Is a blessing to
machinery. Some men of large money ceses, especially western ones, have
all women who undergo nature s
Interest are connected with the plan, given all and more than asked for. In
ordeal of childbirth."
which Is wholly new in benevolent ad- equalities are to be adjusted and anGet Mother's Friend at the
ministration.
other attempt made next year.
drug store. $1 per bottle.
Brotherhood of 8t Andrew.
Baptist Evangelists.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
The Brotherhood of St. Andrew,
Baptists are to take pattern after
Atlanta, Ga.
Presbyterians In organized evangel- - which has long been burdened with
Writ tor our free
book, " Befor.
Ism. They go a step farther than Pres- debt, succeeded last year in squaring
uai7 is iturn.
byterians, however, in endeavoring to up everything and at Its session Just
provide a distinct place in Baptist held in Boston It raised $10,000 with
economy for the professional evangel- which to map out work for the year be otherwise, and to publish the same.
ist. At Wlncna. where many Baptist ginning In Novemlier. It is purposed Missionary benevolence Is rapidly Increasing, and Is likely, so experts say,
leaders assembled this season, a com- to add to the present force of one trav- to
supplant for a time the wave of edumittee was named to set the matter eling secretary, four district secretarbefore, the churches. That committee ies and one secretary who shall give cational benevolence that has, for the
hag !csuc(l a statement. In which it his entire time to the Junior depart- last ten years, been sweeping over the
sets forth three thlng3. One of these ment, which department is developing country. The tendency is now toward
causes rather than educaasks each state convention to provide rapidly. One of the two secretaries missionary
In the program of its next meeting for already selected Is to work on the Pa- tional ones. Faith is larger In misa t'.Iscussloa of the scriptural sphere cific coast, coming as far east as Den sionary saneness than it was ten years
"and present need of trained 'evangel- ver, and the other will look after New ago.
ists. T.:p rerond asks these conven-- . England. Efforts are to be made
the World Trip.
tiors to appoint delegates to represent greatly to increase the number of It hasRound
been
settled that the North
chapters,
only
one
about
Episthem In the denominational meeting
in four
Lloyd S. S. Grosser Kurfurst
already provided for In connection copal parishes In the country now hav- German
will take the
Sunday
with the anniversaries In Buffalo next ing chapters. The slight change will,
school commission, and the date of de" May.
And the third recommendation it Is said, retain in membership
the
men already In the ranks, parture from New York Is definitely
Is that state conventions appoint middle-age9, 1904. The party will
evangelistic committees, which shall and may result In bringing in elderly fixed at March
promote conferences and revival ser- men who have heretofore declined to number, It is estimated, about 800 per- e
sons, and the trip will cover seventy-onvices this winter. It Is not expected undertake the specific task of getting
young
one
man to attend religious ser spentdays. Seventeen days will be
that a national evangelistic commiIn Palestine, part of them in attter can be named until the meeting at vice with them on a given Sunday. The
upon the world's Sunday
Buffalo next May. Some objection has brotherhood will meet next year in tendance
school convention In Jerusalem. Conbeen already beard among Baptists. Denver.
stantinople, Athens, Rome, Algiers and
One objection Is the number of comSmyrna are In the route. Plans are
Easy Money for Missions.
mittees now at work. Another is the
Rev. C. H. Daniels, one of the sec now making to merge at Gibraltar the
multiplication of agencies In the same
of the American board, gives as European section coming from Scottaries
fields. And a third Is to evangelists
one
reason
among others why relig land and England, and which It is exthemselves.
In spite, of these objecpected will number as many, as the
tions, however. Baptist leaders receive ious conditions are Improving, and
American party. A part of the trip,
the recommendations as a whole, and why there ts larger Interest in mis- and
that the essential part, will be afsions
formerly,
than
the fact that dur
show an inclination to comply with
ing the past year, when appeals have forded, it is said, for about $300.
them.
had to be made to secure contributions
Adopt Advanced Courses.
large enough to keep the board's In
General Booth's Work.
Presbyterians take the Initiative in
Gen. William Booth has been having come at its old level, In spite of the
large meetings In Canada and has held paying off of $100,000 Indebtedness, an effort to provide their Sunday
' conferences with field officers. He be- grumbling bas been heard less than schools with courses of study for adgan his tour In the United States on ever before. The experience of those vanced scholars. The recent Sunday
the 9th Inst., to terminate the same In who mall out 25,000 letters, or even school convention In Denver undertook
Boston early next February. He has 50,000, to as many people known to be to provide In the International series
suffered some during the trip in Can- able to give something for the mission- advanced courses, but at the last moada from
due to advanced ary cause, say anything from $1 to ment were prevented by a conservaage, but for the most part is said to $1,000, is usually to receive in reply tive element, which some have gone
have shown his old time fire and en- as soon as the mall will bring them, so far as to pronounce reactionary.
thusiasm. He expects to visit Colum- letters of a more or less abusive char Some friction has developed, and In
bus, Ohio, next Thursday, and begins acter. Hardly any such letters have part because of it one eld member of
In Chicago on November 15 a series of been received by the American board the Sunday school committee failed of
Now the Presbyterians, in
meetings that will cover six days. He this year, either In response to appeals
goes to Minneapolis for Sunday, No- or to notices of debt subscriptions due. their recent alliance, direct the selecvember 23, and Bpen'ds the following Rev. Daniels says he counts it remark tion of an advanced course. In doing
week In the northwest After that his able that he cannot recall a single re- so they are quick to say that they have
tour takes him to Kansas City and to buff. The debt subscriptions were not no particular opposition to the international series, but feel that the series
Denver, to Los Angeles and to San only all paid, but the amount
Francisco, where he concludes the calwas exceeded In actual cash by having failed to meet a clear demand,
they are compelled to act on their own
endar year. Early in January he ex- $1,000.
account.
pects to reach St. Joseph, Mo., and St.
Louis, and winds up the month in CinImmense Charity Funds.
There is no cough medicine so popucinnati,
The benevolent crop Is growing as lar as Foley's Honey and
Cleveland,
Pittsburg and
conWashington, going to Boston by the rapidly as is the wheat or the corn tains no opiates or poisonsTar. Itnever
and
way of Baltimore and Philadelphia. He crop. That is, the total of all gifts to fails to cure.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
'is said to have declared often since his benevolence increases in this country
arrival a month ago that the Salvation by leaps and bounds. America bas not
BANDITS AT WORK.
Army in the I'nited States and Canada yet reached the level of England, be
is in better shape than be bad expect- cause not yet the financial center, but They Hold Up Mining Men and Compel.
ed to find it.
Them to Give Up.
it Is In fact overtaking it. No records of
Reports of a daring hold up perpebenevolence that are at all adequate
Work Among Cannibals.
are ketii. Thnso that nm bi.t am nf trated Saturday near Cananea have
. ..
The iirniificu,! ualu
.,, ,t. luc xn.nnn -- .
Buls aiiuve o,umi, ana tney are re- - just reached this place, Bays a disBlan mission of the American lard is corded by private persons. Some place patch from Tucson, Arizona.
not receiving unqualified approval of the total annual benevolence at
Three masked men broke into tlu
At the recent 000,0(10, others at $SO.oo(i.Ooo, for last offices of the Sierra de Cobra Mining
meeting of the board the prudential returns. That mont figures are mere company and at the point of rifles comcommittee was empowered to sell if it guises is shown by their variance It pelled M. E. Cassity, store manager
,
.
..
thought fit Tho
.
mil t i 10 1.
ne one 01 me asK8 or. tile
new tvnd F. A. Prlvo, general mine superislands in the Pacific, near the equa benevolent trust to keep an accurate intendent, to hand over all the money
tor, belong to German and English record of all gilts, made through it or in the safe, which amounted to a little
flags respectively, and the proosltion
over $2,000 in silver. About 9 o'clock
POWERFUL FOOD
is to transfer the Caroline work to a
at night the robbers rode into camp
pud knocking on the door of the generGerman Lutheran society and the GiThat Can Lift You Out of Bed.
lbert Island work to the London Misal offices of the company demanded adThe proper food to build up the sys- mittance. When this was refused them
sionary society. One reason for the proposed sale is the difficulty of commu- - tem after an attuck of illness, or any they began to shoot up the building
,her time- ls important to know about. forcing those within to open up, as
nication with the islands. At uresent
year, I had typhoid malarial tiiey were too poorly armed to
the board is obliged to charter a vessel
make
ays a lady In Manilla. Ia.. "and any defense. Once inside the robbers
to reach them. Congregational pride
11 left me
wt-a1
rouI( scarcely turn compelled the store manager to hand
80
ig making itself felt, but this pride is
pardonable, for work begun almost ex- - in ,""d- 1 as verv nervous, the' least over the money and then commanded
actly fifty years ago in a region where I10ise annoyed me, and I could hardly Messrs. Prlvo and Cassity and two
cannibalism was common has resulted j eat anything.
clerks to turn their faces to the wall
churches with alKJvej "A '""lend recommended Grape-Nutin forty-ninand hold up their hands. When this
6,000 members, and the occupation of food- thinking may be I would like that command was obeyed the robbers went
more than thirty islands. The savage and ' dld- 1 commenced gaining out, mounted their horses and rod 1
people have been tamed. On many isl- - strength, and am now able to walk away. A general alarm was given, and
ands heathenism cannot be found. arou'lll out of doors, having gained a posse organized in pursuit, but, the
night was so dark and the country so
Christian books are sold in large num- - j OVPr twenty pounds, and Grape-Nutbroken that the chase had to be abanhers and native ministers are in charge d,d
"Mv ",tl0 brother used to be thin doned. A large
of more than 100 congregations. Even
reward has been offerhospitals and orphan asylums are be- - and l,ale- Although he seemed to eat ed.
enough food, what he did eat did him
ginnlug to be common.
Sierra de Cobra officials have a com
no good. He was put on Grape-Nut- s
plete description or the outlaws and It
regularly and is now strong and well is believed that they are not novices
More Money for Episcopal Missions.
The Episcopal board of missions bas and gaining fast In flesh. I recommend but bandits who had taken refuge In
just closed its financial year. During Grape-Nutto all who are weak and the mountains back of the camp and
nine months of that year the appor- - run down." Names given by Postum were perfectly familiar with the
tlonment plan has been under expert- - Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
ber-sel-
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NOVEMBER

JOE RICHARDS,

J. M. flOORE

CIGARS

HEAL
ESTATE

(ESTABLISHED 1880.)

West Railroad Avenue.

COLUMN

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
Money

13 1902

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

PIOR BAKERY

to Loan on Good Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of
Interest

8IM0N BALLING, Proprietor.
"ccessor to Balling Bros.

FOR RENT 1 furnished house. 6 Wedding :
Cake : a : Specialty
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue,
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
desire patronage, and we
stable, up to date: Third street.
grantee
baking.
FOR RENT
brick, on South
First street, Albuquerque, N. M
Fourth street: 115 tier month.
FOR RENT
brick, East Rail
EAKIN
MELINI
road avenue; $18 per month.
run keinT
adobe, corner WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIO .4
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
We handle everything in our Lne
Market; $12.
Distillers Agents
FOR RENT House of 3 rooms, $7 per Special
Taylor ft Willis .
distributors
month.
!OulrTille. Kentucky
FOR RENT Office, corner West Gold 111 K rirat Bt, Albuquerque, N. U
avenue and Third street.
Draft-cla-

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REACT
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED
PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES
AT LOWEST
RATE3. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED.
TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY
FOR RFIDENT

&

FOR SALE Ona corner in Fourth
ward,
brick house with bath
room and all modern conveniences,
electric light, etc.; stable, cement
sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street, 3- room frame house, 2 lots 60x142 feet
for $1,100; can be bought on install
ments If purchaser desires.
r un salk iu acres near the new
woolen mill; aUo some acreage on
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house and
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
is a snap.
tun salk urtck bouse, 8 rooms,
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
feet, In Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
Is in a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid- vale property; will be Bold cheap.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE 2 lots, Gold avenue, near
corner Third street; Includes Albuquerque planing mill.
FOR SALE Fine place, South Broadway; 3 lots, 150x142 feet; with wind
mill and tank; good house, stable,
chicken houses, alfalfa, good garden,
etc. Look at this property.
FOR SALE pood lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
with oath room, furnished; In Highlands; splendid location; trees, stable, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $50., balance on Installments
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
until paid.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms and bath room; electric lights,
and all modern' improvements, in a
fine location. Price, 15,500.
FOR SALE
cdobe house on
corner of Fifth street and Slate avenue. This house is modern built and
will be sold at a bargain.
FOR SALE The Kimball place, on
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Price, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between Tijeras road
and Marquetto avenue; good location for business. ,
FOR SALE Fine
brick house
south of po8tofflce; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Beautiful location near
park, with 75 feet lront, large house
of 12 rooms with bath room and all
modern Improvements, at a bargain,
$5,500.

AND

,

MANAGER OP

,

A, Moreili & Bros.

Albuquerque Abstract Company

Merchant
Tailors.

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

U4W.

,o

Railroad Ave.

First Class Work Guaranteed.
Cleaning and repairing neatly done

...Bachechi & Giomi...

B. A. SLEYSTER.

WHOLESALE DEALERS

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS
CROMWELL BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone 174.
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WE CARRY THE LARGEST 8TOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
C0RDIAL8 OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. OR.
DER3 BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
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THEEVaNECHEMICAICO.
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GIVEN

ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMPS ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED' BEER.

MEN AND WOMEN.
I'm Hie for unnnturti
dichr.t.iiiflnimiitMnii
frritittiorit ur
of muoom ti.enibrane.

74

ft

I

(Void

by

Dray.

-- I

V

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supples

12-1-

Penmyboyal

BACHECHI

a.

107

or tent in pin in wrnpiMr,
by ffxprePf, prepaid, for
tl.00, nrSbnttlpa 2.75.
Circular aeot on request.

and

109 8.

GIOMI

&

First 8treet,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

fc9mm

The Union
Market

nurriii,

re.

SILVER

207 West Gold Avenue.

PRESCRIPTIONS
L
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,S.

Wfc..
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GOETTINvji

aa.

J
i

v.Oj ProorlenMV

All kinds of Fresa Meats bandied.
Hansage making a sprcialtT
1882

!3
IS

8
X

Retain!

Severe.!

Pratt &

Railroad Avenue,

I NounderMraoa.
Never novu.

Albuquerque

I

!;.--

-

::i::-

'

S

i

Co.

FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, on West Copper avenue, good Bole agents (or casino and Oia brand
Cannec Goods. Dealers it
brlcK uouse, with all modern Improvements and will be sold cheap.
Staple and Fancy Groceries
FOR SALE
urlck house near
214 South 6cond street.
shops, with good stable and other ImHlllsboro
Crer.merj Butter Deat or.
provements, on a corner; will be sold
oavnn
at a bargain.
Orders solicited.
Trm dellvory.
FOR SALE Some fine lots on South
Edith street, near the Second ward
school.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
FOIt SALE Easy payments, $350;
lot and adobe house near shops.
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and boarding house in a good location and centrally situated, near depot and shops.
FOR 8ALE
new brick house
in Highlands.
Lot 60x142 feet;

Mutual Telephone 143.

Beleo Roller Mills
AND ELEVATOR

1902

F. G.

cool.
Wear.

EaT lo

Noprwaoreon
V Hlpt or Back.

Hernia
with Comfort.
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tft;

50-fo-

A. D. JOHNSON

$1,000.

FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
avenue and Seventh street.
FOVt SALE
brick bouse; lot
50x142

feet;

$1,500.

P. 'MPS,
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
METAL FENCING, HITCH
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
WELL-MAKIN-

FOR SALE
house. North Second street; 2 lots for $1,100.
FOR SALE Brick bouse,
with
2 lots, south pOBtofflce, at a bargain.
LEAD AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
FOR SALF
AND 8ECOND STREETS.
frame house on
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
Automatic Telephone 508.
FOR SALE Fine property close In;
'brick bouse and stable, modern ImT.
provements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
Good location; cheap.

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

E H. DUNBAR

201

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

IT. PALME R.
J.
Ilay, Grain. Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure LI 2 tt Brahma Eggs for Hatching
SOi North

Flr.t Street

Albuqueroue New Mexlct.

Toti & Gradi
DIALERS

GROCERIES

AND

WEST

RAILROAD
AVtN'JC
?UQUKRauz. r.. m.

BELEN, N. M.

Tslepbona

W.

IN

Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian
Qoods.

HOUORS.

Sole agents for Saa Antonio Lisas.

rrdeUTeirtoalipsrtsof

taa elty.

til,

1T

North TUrd

St?,
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A, BR1TANA
General
Merchandise

shooter she meant to wing her torBAPTIZED IN BLOOD.
New Freight Depot.
OUND AS A DOLLAR
mentor If she could get a bead on him.
Next Monday morning the officers
Golden 8tata Limited Killed a Bull en But he was Invisible. She returned to
:
and clerks of the local freight and
First Trip.
That is the result cf a course
the room and then to the street, where
telegraphic departments of the Santa
Qolden
bound
The
State
first
east
at
Fe will begin business in their com- of treatment with Sccit's Emul- Limited, the Rock Island's new trans she found htm. Pointing the gun InFancy Groceries and
him she ordered him to march, her
fortable and handsome quarters in the sion.
Wc have special refer- continental train, came to grief near tention being to take him to some offProvisions
new freight house. After many days
Lordsburg, N. M., last week, while
waiting the building has been finished ence to persons with weak speeding away to El Paso. There was icer, if she could find one; If not, to
turn him over 'to some one else for
and next Sunday the moving from the lunsrs r.nd sensitive throats.
Albuquerque.
a big red bull that hadn't heard of the safe keeping. When the Pecos Valley 923 8. Second St.
old house will be done. The new offnew rolling palace. So the big beast drug store was reached, the man backelegant
every
appointment.
are
docs
at
ices
some planted himself in the center of the ed a little and tripped his guard, who
Scott's Emulsion
The exterior Is of the Spanish stucco
ethers.
than
This track and when the engineer sounded fell against the building. He then fell
things
better
architecture followed In the building of
Railroad Time
lordly warning,
bull didn't seem into a lively trot and, although Mrs.
It les a pe- to hear at all. It the
the Alvarado and the Interior Is finish- is one of them.
was over In an in- Vanstan emptied the contents of the
with
oiled oak. The
ed and furnished
the threat r.nd stant with the bull; but his fragments revolver in his direction, he escaped..
offices of Agent F. L. Myers, his chief culiar action on
got badly tangled up in the running
thinks she could recognize htm on
clerk, cashier and all the officers that tings
which reives them gear and it was necessary for the en- She
sight and intends to keep a weather
will be seen by the public, will be lo
maker. tlicrntciHi. gine crew to perform a few surgical eye open.
cated on the second floor. The tele strength and
operations to get the spinal column un
graph offices and the desks of clerks
That's hew Scott's Lmuliicn tangled from the driving rods.
Physicians Prescibe It.
are not to lie seen by the public.
Many broad minded physicians pre
An attractive feature about the ex Lives out coughs, cold, rr.:!
Luck In Thirteen.
Tar, as they
By sending 13 miles Wm. Sp!rey, of scribe Foley's Honey and
terlor of the building that has not been bronchitis. It keeps them cut,
r nd reliable
so
never
found
safe
have
mentioned by the cress, is "Santa Fe'
Walton Furnace, Vt, got a box of a remedy
for throat and lung troubles
in bold faced gilded letters. The freight too.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, that wholly as
this great medicine. Alvarado
cured a horrible Fever Sore on his leg. Pharmacy.
sheds and platforms are ample to ac
We'll tend yon little to try, il j o i ! 'c.
(la effect June 1, 1902.)
'
(11 T ft liOWNU, 409 l ea l urn-Nothing else could. Positively cures
"
commodate comfortably all the bus!
ness the Santa Fe will do In Albuquer
Bruises, Felons, Ulcers, Eruptions,
ARRI E FROM THE NORTH.
COMMERCIAL CLUB.
There waa appropriated from the Bolls. Burns, Corns and Piles. Only
que for many years to come.
No. 1. California Express.... 7:15p.m.
year's Income I2,000,0no for better- 25c. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Organized at Silver City Elected No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
ments. Improvements and equipment,
A Liberal Offer.
No. 3, California Limited.... 10 :50a.m.
Officers Rules Adopted.
capital
$500,000.
The
of
an
SANTA
increase
FE.
The undersigned will give a free
The Silver City commercial club was
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
$2,018,257
and
was
increased
the
stock
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach ami
made an assured fact at the meeting of No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:J0a.m.
Penitentiary Bird Returns to Roost
funded debt decreased $S94,COO.
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a
the business men of that city, held the No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
Death of an Attorney.
remedy for disorders of the sto
7:30 p.m.
Boleslo Romero, of Los Lunas. coun other evening at the San Vicente hotel. No. 8, Chicago Express
W. A. Hvrren ot rincn, Ark., writes,
mach, biliousness or constipation. This
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
ty clerk of Valencia county, Is here on A prior meeting had been held at the
Foley's
report
Kidney
to
that
wish
"I
is a new remedy and a good one. All
same place a few evenings before, at No. 22, Atlantic Bsprese .... 7:10a.m.
Cure has cured a terrible case of kid business.
GOING SOUTH.
druggists.
which time the preliminaries were ar- No. 27,LEAVES
and
Dlebert
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Frank
docney and bladder trouble that two
11:00 pm.
Mexico Express
ranged
adjournment
an
taken
and
a
town
from
to
returned
children
WEST.
FROM
Pharmacy.
up."
ARRIVE
Alvarado
given
had
tors
Odell,
It was announced that J. T.
'
8:05 a.m.
month's visit to their old home at En until Monday evening tn order to allow No. 2, Atlantic Express
,
formerly assistant general manager of
11:45 p.m.
the committee appointed to draft the No. 4, Chicago-LimiteKlnsworthy,
working
In
Kansas.
N.
A.
the
reka.
the Northern Pacific, had been elected
6:45 p.m.
Express
Denilng, had two
District Court Clerk A. M. Bergere constitution and by laws time to re- No. 8, Chicago
a member of the board of directors of Santa Fe yards at
GOINO WEST.
TosSg
LEAVE
large
port.
were
gatherings
and
Both
by
to
a
town
his
visit
from
returned to
broken from the breast bone,
No. 1, California Express.... 8: IS p.m.
the Kansas City, Mexican & Orient. ribs
getting caught under two wheels that sheep ranches near Estancla, Valencia were composed of the most prominent No, 3. California Limited .... 11 : 00 a.m.
Jt is said that Mr. Odell, who is an ex he was roiling off to repair. He is county, and Las Vegas.
citirepresentative business men and
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
pert in railroad construction, will go
.
No. 7 will carry mall from the eart
of the late Eugene A, zens.
easily at his home and will be
The
remains
resting
capacan
executive
with the Orient in
After the reading and adoption of and No. 2 from the west.
New York, were taken back
Davis,
of
In a few weeks.
out
ity.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Monto his home for burial by his mother. the constitution and by laws, the fol
days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Friwere
lowing
elected:
any
Presi
drug
officers
It
to
and
attorney
out
Cut
take
Mr.
this
was
Ameri
Davis
for
the
Cough
One Minute
Cure
days.
Is the only harmless cough cure that gist and get a free sample of Chamber- can Security company of New York for dent, Dr. E. L. Woods; vice president,
Local freight No. 99, going Booth,
H.
secretary,
H.
C.
Shoemaker;
C.
Tablets,
Liver
years
and
33
the eleven years, and was
old.
gives quick relief. Cures coughs, colds, lain's Stomach
carries passengers.
comSince May last he had suffered from Betts; treasurer, W. F. Lorenz;
F. La. MYERS. Agent
croup, bronchitis, wnooplng cougn, best physic. They cleanse and lnvlgo:
ate the stomacn, improve the appetite heart trouble and remittent fever and mittee on membership,' one year, Sam
grippe,
pneumonia,
all
asthma,
la
and
to
will
of
be
asked
various
THE CUT OFF.
roads
the
and regulate the bowels. Regular size came here about two weeks ago. He Llndauer and C. W. Bayne; two years,
submit plans suggesting a design for throat, chest and lung troubles. I got
was a relative of Mrs. R. L. Baca, at II. G. Burgess and W. B. Walton;
"What a Topeka Paper Has to Say on the structure and grounds, and the soaked by rain, says Gertrudde E. Fen- - 25c per box.
CHEAP TO
three years, M. W. Porterfield and T.
whose home he died Monday.
sener,
Muncle,
Ind.,
a
and
contracted
the Subject.
best or a composite of all of them will
Harry King has lett me employ of
John Gray, who for several years L. Lowe. The membership of the new
The Topeka State Journal of No- be selected. Immediately
following vere cold and cough. I failed rapidly; the Blsbee railroad company at Dem was
a resident of the city and who left organization numbers nearly 150.
vember 11 gives a cut view of the this meeting the work will be com lost 48 lbs. My druggist recommend
PAUL
position with the here in 1892 for the state of Washing
route surveyed for the proposed Santa menced and within six months El Paso ed One Minute Cough Cure. The first lng and accepted arailway,
perma-entl- y
night ton, has been a resident of the city of
jtck
absolutely
as
and
Southern
headacne
Faciac
brought
several
off,
bottle
cured
relief;
Fe cut
and in connection with the will have a union depot.
cured by using Moki Tea. A
clerk.
Spokane in that state since that time.
MINNEAPOLIS
illustration says:
drink. Cures constipa
.pleasant
Mr. haulkner alsr said that If every' me. I am back to my old weight, 148
copy
A
Spokane
Spokes tion and herb
of the
marked
"The Santa Fe Is preparing to build thing turns out satisfactorily today, lbs. One Minute Cough Cure cuts the
indigestion, makes you eat,
you are bilious and seeking advis
If
received at this office, sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
nearly 4o) miles of new railroad in the committee would go before the El phiegm, relieves the cough at once, ers,
CHICAGO
brings the news that at the recent guaranteed or money back 25c and
New Mexico. The work will be com- Paso council next Thursday night and draws out inflammation, cures croup.
Early Risers,
DelWtt's
Take
Little
BufBOc.
Co.,
to
was
H.
W.
election
he
Hooker
a
Write
elected
of
ft
member
menced at once, the company which ask for the passage of an ordinance An ideal remedy for children. J. H.
JuBt before going to bed.
the house of representatives of the falo, N. Y., for tree sample. J. H.
builds the road being called the East- vacating the streets desired to be va O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.
Through Tourist
You will find on the morrow,
legislature from Spokane county on ORlelly ft Co. and B. H. Brlggs ft
ern Railway of New Mexico company. cated and opening the proposed new
Sleeping Cars
Co.
Vou are rid of your sorrow
railSeldom
has
Northwestern
the
the
democratic
ticket.
The main line will extend from Texico, street.
Comfortably equipped
enough said.
all;
That's
Just
now
so
as
world
road
been
is
it
stirred
Crescensio
one
two
Carillo,
of
the
8TOVE WORK.
on the Pecos Valley line of the Santa
Rates less than half
These famous pills do nto gripe, vt. prisoners who escaped from the stone
by the unknown fate of Superintend
Go to E. J. Post ft Co. to have your
A Thanksgiving Dinner.
Fe, to Rio Puerco, thirty-fou- r
miles
Regular Pullman
eas
gently
move
and
bowels
the
quarry north of town from the penlten stove work done and get a good job by
Heavy eating is usually the first ent Benjamin F. Egan of the Great cleansing
from Albuquerque, crossing the Rio
Charges
liver. Their tonic effect tiary guards on October 8 last, knock competent mechanics.
the
lying
Northern,
who
is
in
dead
either
cause of Indigestion. Repeated attacks
Orande at Belen.
gives strength to the glands, prevent ed at the gates of the penitentiary last
spot
unfrequented
wandering
or
some
"A branch line Is proposed from Rio Inflame the mucous membranes lining
ing a return of
disorder. J. H night and gave himself up. It seems
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Puerco to La Joya, and from La Joya the stomach, exposes the nerves of the lost among the mountains of Montana. O'Reilly & Co.; B.the
H. Brlggs & Co.
the poor fellow was better off in the
to a point on the main line near Abo stomach, producing a swelling after A tribute to the man is the offer of a
SANTA FE
of $500 by the employes of the
Pass. This is to shorten the distance eating, heartburn, headache, sour rls reward
will run its first penitentiary than outside of It. His
The
Blsbee
railroad
term of Imprisonment would have ex
to El Paso, both from the east and ngs and finally catarrh of the stomach, Breckenrldge division of the Great train into El Paso next Sunday.
pired in April next, but owing to his
west.
Kodol relieves the inflammation, pro Northern for finding Mr. Egan. Mr.
C. G. Gorman, Santa Fe operator at escape he has forfeited the good time
"Another branch line Is proposed to tects the nerves and cures the ca Egan's standing with his employers is
THE
start at Brazil Springs and run south- tarrh. Kodol cures indigestion, dys shown by the offer of a similar reward Lamy Junction, has resigned and gone allowed him for previous good behav
lor and will have to remain In the
east.
west to the New Mexico border, cross- pepsia, all stomach troubles by cleans by the Great Northern.
I fmttcd"
"GolJen
prison several months longer.
ing the Pecos lines at Portales. It is Ing and sweetening the glands of the
via
Anxious Moments.
Asleep Amid Flames.
no doubt the intention that this line stomach. J. H. O'Reilly & Co.; B. H
Some of the most anxious hours of a
The Best Remedy for Diarrhoea.
Breaking into a biasing home, some
El
stern
shall at some future time be extended Brlggs & Co.
System
mother's life are those when the little firemen lately dragged the sleeping la
?
"Some years ago, while at Martins
across the Texas border, and form a
croup.
ones
of
household
have
I
burg,
the
V.,
the
was
W.
security
with
cholera
mates
taken
death.
from
Fancied
in connection with
ORIENT PEOPLE BUSY.
direct line to the Gulf."
There is no other medicine so effective and death near. It's that way when you morbus, which was followed by diar
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM
malady
Foley's
as
in
this
terrible
New Line Is Rapidly Buying Its
neglect coughs and colds. Don't do it, rhoea. The doctor's medicine did me
A Vlolert Attack of Croup Cured.
Have you a farm and do you
80UTHERN PACIFIC CO.
Honey and Tar. It is a household fav Dr. King's New Discovery for Con no good. I was advised to get a bot
Equipment.
"Last winter an infant child of mine
wsnt to trade It for a grocery
' is. a
lung
troubles,
and
orite
for
and
throat
protection
tle
of
perfect
Chamberlain's
Colic,
Cholera
sumption
gives
The Orient railroad Is buying its
had croup in a violent form," says Elstore?
opiates
or
as
no
contains
All Pullman Daily
Through,
New
other
it
Solid
Lung
Remedy,
I
and
did,
Throat,
which
against
Chest and
Diarrhoea.
all
der John W. Rogers, a Christian Evan- equipment now, and In every case the poisons can
be safely given. Alvara Troubles. Keep it near, and avoid suf- and it cured me sound and well. O. A.
it
Train Between
gelist, of Filley, Mo. "I gave her a few manufacturers are urged to make as
you a horse and do you
Have
fering, death and doctor's bills. A tea- Morris, Embreeville, Pa. Sold by all
LOS ANGELES-- EI
doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy early a delivery as possible. For the do Pharmacy.
want to exchange it for a
spoonful stops a late cough, persistent druggists.
and in a short time all danger was past purpose of preventing any delay which
Alexander Patterson, who formerly
planof
For Strictly First Class Travel
nd the child recovered." This remedy might arise from a rush of orders the worked for the Santa Fe In this city use and most stubborn. Harmless and
MARCHED AT PISTOL'S POINT.
Have you a bicycle and do you
not only cures croup.but when given as road is getting a portion of Its rails Is now working in the blacksmith shop nice tasting, its guaranteed to satisfy
Only.
by all druggists. Price BOc and $1.00, How a Roswell Woman Treated Her
soon as the first symptoms appear, will and engines In England. Ira C. Hub-bel- at Topeka.
want to exchange It for a
free.
bottles
Trial
general purchasing agent for the
vrevent the attack. It contains no
Tormentor.
iJ
28 hours El Paso to Kansas City .
camera?
Startling, But True.
o
cpiam or other harmful substance and Kansas City, Mexico & Orient railway
Mrs. Kate Vanstan,
who runs
!
42 H hours El Paso to Chicago
"If every one knew what a grand
railway cross
guard
the
at
bars
The
clothes-repairinmay be given as confidently to a baby In speaking aoout the matter yester medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills Is," Ings
Have you a gun and do you
38 H hours El Paso to St, Louis
avenue are being rooming bouse and
on
Railroad
as to an adult. Tor sale by all druggists. day, said:
want to trade it for a book
writes D. H. Turner, Dempsytown, Pa., painted white. More than one absent- establishment on Second street, bad an
hours El Paso to New Yo.k
"The Orient railway Is buying rails "you'd sell all you have in a day. Two minded pedestrian has had his hat exciting time with an Intruder in the
case'.'
FAULKNER IS CHAIRMAN.
and locomotives in both Europe and weekB' use has made a new man
Passage limited to berth capacity of
doffed or his head bumped by the old early hours of Monday morning, says
Have you a wash boiler and do
Mrs. Vanstan
the Roswell Register.
Looking After Bulfading of the El Paso America. There have been few delay me." Infallible for constipation, stom dingy red ones formerly used.
the train about 75 berths.
j
you
exchange
want to
It for
In shipping during the last few months ach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug
was at Hvork on some clothing when a
Union Depot.
1
a rug?
rap at the door startled her, for It was
CAUSE OF FALLING HAIR
E. O. Faulkner, of Topeka, assistant We are buying some rails in England stores.
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Local Happenings j
The Eagles will hold a regular meet-- 1
Dr. J. Saylln, formerly in the Grant
Mock, is now to be found at 410 South Ing this evening.
All members are
Edith street. k
' The tops of the oandla mountains,
east of this city, are pretty well covered with Bnow.
Rev. R. Renlson commences a series
of lectures on St. John's gospel on the
afternoons of Fridays.
Eddie L. Price, a popular young
of Socorro, Is here on a visit
to his sister, Mrs. L. B. Stern.
Mrs. Charles Redmer, of Paris, Ky.,
arrived last night, and will probably
remain some time in this fine winter
climate.
Mrs. G. D. Burgess, of Jefferson City,
Mo., has arrived and will be the guest
of her relative, Col. A. A. Trimble, for
a few days.
At the Boston mining exchange last
week, 1,157 shares of Santa Fe Gold &
Copper company stock were sold at
$1.88 a share, par value $10.
L. D. Ward and wife, parents of Mrs.
L. M. Fee, arrived last night from
Springfield, 111., and will probably re
main here during the winter.
Col. E. W. Eaton, who was the independent candidate for the legislative
house down in Socorro county, Is In
the city today, being subpoenaed as a
witness in the Socorro county election
contest case.
John Greenwald, the big flour miller
of Socorro, and J. F. Cook, the well
known cattleman, are here today. They
are witnesses in the Socorro county
election contest case now pending be'
fore Judge Baker.
Harry F. Lee, clerk of the city of Al
buquerque and secretary of the terrl
torlal sheep sanitary hoard, will be
pushed by the Bernalillo county .dele
gation for the position of chief clerk
of the territorial council, so says an
item in the New Mexican of yesterday.
Miss Helmbeck has a pure sweet
high soprano voice, which, .with her
careful Interpretation of songs, makes
her singing most delightful. She will
sing several German Lieder at her concert on Thanksgiving night, also the
great Verdi aria, "Ernanl Ernani
.

GROVER SHOES FOR WOMEN

gea-tlema- n

Are the acme of comfort Be
ing made of eoft Kid uppers
with flexible belting, leather
oles and strictly hand sewed
they conform to the outline

ft

"
'

S'$

the foot and will give Instant and lasting relief to
Of

corns and bunions.

Only the

best materials are used In
their construction and we
guarantee them to wear well

or refund the money.

Lace or Congress- -$ 2.50
POLITE SERVICE AND
PROMPT ATTENTION

.

await you here every day you are In
want of groceries. Good goods you're
sure of In more places than one; but
you don't want to stand around bait
an hour or so waiting to be served;
v on't
want churlish, gruff attention
when you are serv.ed. Best articles
we can buy, courtesy, promptness all
are meted out to you here.

J

L.

BELL & CO.

Nos. 118 and

10

Couth. Second

Bt

copvwsirr.

1

ETci AT

UNIFORM DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. ' AT THESE PRICES
IT WILL PAY YOU TO LAV IN YOUR WINTER'S SUPPLY OF SHOES.

'

Stops falling hair. Makes
hair grow. Restores
color. Cures dandruff.
Could you ask anything
more? And it's so economical, too. A little of

it goes

great ways.
Sold for 60 years. .TC:
a

There will be no services at Temple
Albert Friday evening, November 14.
Rabbi Kaplan Is going to Las Vegas
to help organize a B. B. lodge. The
Temple Albert Literary circle will
meet next Tuesday evening, November
18, at S o'clock. All members are requested to be present at this meeting
as the program will be Interesting as
Friday evening,
well as Instructive.
November 21, regular services will
W. V. Woivin. D. I. S.. Dental Sur- again
Temple Albert. Rabbi
geon Santa Fe Psciflc Railroad, Grant Kaplanbe held at
continue
will
the thought of
block. Both 'phones.
last Friday's lecture under the title,
"The Aim of Genius."
.

A

T. MUENSTERMAN

"

.

'

'

' ' Home Made Mince Meat
The. Farr mea market Is the place
to purchase first class home made
mince meat. Will sell from one pound
to a ton. - It is first class try some.
j,

- J".'....

:

O

i.-

-.

To be Given by the
Christopher Colombo Society

at..

Caf a
at 15

rtreet

,s

.

......
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COLOMBO HALL
Nouea.
The Rico
serves the best meals
In the city
and 25 cents. Bbort Wednesday Evening,
orders, 4 cents up, 111 North First
'

'.

laan

....
Thanksgiving EvcBall

Nov. 26

TICKETS $1.00

Admitting Gentleman and Ladies.

o

MONUMENTS.

All kinds of stops and aiable work
t Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
nor Fifth street and Railroad avenue

H. Q. MAURINO,

Seasonable

Underwear
We

ars better prepared

than ever before with a
fine line of Heavy Underwear,
Extra Heavy Grey Fleeced,
$1.00 per suit
Heavy Ribbed Black, $1.25 per

5

TONEY MOREIXI,
;
ANGELO PARENTI.
AMEDEO MATTETJCCI,
Committee in Charge.;:

.

,i 9w

suit

Natural Wool, 'heavy, only $2.50
per suit,
Grey Ribbed, an extra fine
garment, $3.00 per suit.
A Fine Mercerized Ribbed Un- derwesr, the best on the mar-' ket, $5.50 per suit
ttoekmett Office Coats, $5.50.
all-wo-

WASH BURN
EL
0000S

E. J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

:

hardware:,

:

American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal .,
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
i
.....and Cook Stoves.,...;
REPAIRS

WE

--

'

MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
Home made bread, cakes and pies good security; also househoM goods
at Mrs. Afkera, SOI JCeJeber avenue.
stored with me: strictly eonfldentiaL
Look lnto ;KleiBort's marke. on Highest cash pries paid for household
North Tbtrd street Me has (be nicest goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue.
free meats In the city.
qt ws axe
in siesicair arawn
bowing a bl assortment. Albert
Gentlemen I let us uttce your measVaber, 105 Railroad aeoue.
ure now for a new suit Our tailoring
- We carry f
largest variety of lin- pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
oleums and: oil cloths In this city.
Albert Fabet. Hi R Railroad avene.
Mrs. H. E. Snerman, dressmaker and
Do you wear stockings and do you ladles' tailor, No. 217 South Second
want to get the best' values for your street.
Money ? Try a pals of our ''Black Cat"
r "Iron Clad" hosiery for men, women
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.
and children.'. They fit fetter and wear
longer than any other tine, at the samel . Don't Fail to Attend the
price; ,15c to. 60c fcjpalr at C. May's
..Grand
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
;
Railroad avenue.

R.

."

'.

CITY NEWS.

STERN....'
SIMON
AVE.
THE R
CLOTHIER.
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IN ORDER TO RE- 8TREET, OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE.
DUCE OUR STOCK BEFORE MOVING, WE OFFER FROM NOW UNTIL

COMPLETE IN EVERY TJETAir.

Hair Vigor

.

222, SECOND

.

AtCFS

Fresh by express Friday morning: Reliable Goods at Lowest Possible
Prices.
Salmon, channel cat fish, lake trout,
Bed comforters, 95c to $1.
sea bass, red fish, flounders, halibut,
California all wool blankets, $3.50 to
patent case oysters blue points and
'
large Houma selects smoked white $9.
outing
reliaFifty
pieces
flannel,
the
fish. Finnan haddies, Holland herring,
Norway mackerel. Dressed turkeys, ble kind, per yard, 10c.
Baby hoods, 25c, 40c and 50c. .
geese, ducks, chickens. San Jose MarMittens, 10c and 25c.
ket.
Our stock of hosiery Is not excelled
It is an old saying that a prophet Is by any in town. See us when needing
not without honor, save in his own anything in that line.
Ladles' heavy cotton fleeced under-vestcountry. The history of this city shows
27c.
that the charge of not appreciating
Three cups and three saucers, 25c.
home talent cannot be made. Our citizens delight to honor Its sons and
Fourteen, quart enamel dish pan, 60
daughters who by study and applica- cents.
Five Inch stove pipe, 17c.
tion develop their talents. On Friday
Six inch stove pipe, 20c.
night, at Colombo hall, one of our
Elbows, 10c.
girls, Miss Menaul, villi give us an opDampers, 8c and 10c.
portunity to listen to her use of the
Coal hods, 30c.
piano to voice the thoughts and emoPinkham's Vegetable Compound, 90c
tions of well known musicians.
,
.;
o
Pink Pills, 45c.
Postmaster Hopkins has received a
.
Runkle's cocoa, half pound can, 25c.
circular stating that on December 9 RJRIME Kansas City loin steaks, rib
roasts, loin pork, spare ribs, pork
Two pounds new pop corn, 15c.
and 10 an examination will be held by
Choice new codfish, 12c.
the United States civil service commis- tenderloins, young veal, fat mutton,
meats, at the San
Two pounds new crop almonds, 35c.
sion for the position of assistant (piece the best in native
.
, THE MAZE",
work computer) in the nautical alma- Jose Market.-- rLi .
o
WM. KIEKE. Proprietor.
nac office at Washington, at a salary
ColomMiss
Heimbeck's
concert
at
c
(piece rate) not exceeding $l,00u per bo hall, Thanksgiving night, November
Home Made Mince Meat
annum.
27.
The Farr meat market Is the place
..'.
A. car loaded with the following fast
New York and Chicago race horses
Mrs. Rose Berry will entertain with to purchase first class home mode
mince meat. Will sell from one pound
passed through the city last night: a dance at Oddfellows' hall tonight.
to a ton. It Is first class try some.
Double bit, Archuleta, Marmance,
o
RESSED, spring turkeys, ducks,
Love Fisher, Snort, Gillie and Lord
The grocers have Lenox Soap for
Badge. All have made remarkable rec- I2i geese aid chickens, patent case sale now. A most popular high-grad- e
ords on eastern tracks and are on their oysters, all kinds fish Friday morning, laundry soap. Just fits the hand,
way now to be pitted against horses on at the San Jose Market.
doesn't chap the skin or ruin the
o
the coast'
The entertainment committee have clothes. Try it. '
I
K. K- - Scott, the popular town clerk arranged for
party to
the
senatorial
Fresh Cut Flowers.
of the town of Gallup, came in from attend Miss Mary Menanl's concert at
IVES, THE FLORIST
the west this morning, and is trying to Colombo halL'"!
explain to the local democratic poliSubscribe for The Citizen.
ticians the reason why the hitherto
"Oh, you carry Algerette's candy. Its
democratic precincts of McKlnley fine," are the remarks heard at New- GENTLEMEN!
county this election turns in republican comer's book store.
Call and examine our new fall sammaloritlps. Mr. Scott will nrobablv re
o
ples 2300 patterna to select from.
Tonight a social dance at Odd FelI
turn to Gallup tonight.
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
lows' hall by Mrs. Rose Berry.
style, price and quality, compels
X uv muico
VI luc viigr mo uintcu w
o
you to be our customer.
meet Mrs. Anna Kent, of East Orange,
Noted palmlBt and clairvoyant at No.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
N. J., the national secretary of the 302 South Second street.
Spanish work of the Woman's Home
Second Street.
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M.
Mlssionsry society of the Methodist
..
Episcopal church at the Lead Avenue Mandeli'S.
Methodist Episcopal'church, Third and
Wash dav is a hard dav at best.
Lead avenue, on Friday, at 2 p. m.
Jersey Bulls
Mrs. Kent will speak on her great Don't make it harder by using poor Three
soap. Lenox Is a good honest soap.
for
sale.
work.
'
10
Quite a large number of local Elks Your grocer has it. ,
go
for
Paso
the
to El
had arranged to
If interested, address
Patent case oysters, San Jose Mar- purpose of attending tlya Elks' carnival ket.
OLECKLEB'A DAIRY.
now on in that citybut remained at
o-home so as to helivxhe good pesple of
Excellent Dinners.
r
this city to property entertain the senThe Columbus hotel, 204 South Secate committee on territories. The local ond street, upstairs, has an established
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
Elks say they will be In evidence at reputation for first class dinners, fam
the midwinter carnival to be held in ily style.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, proUndertakers
El Paso in January, 19u3.
prietress.
John S. Mactavish, of Magdalena,
Miss Menaui's concert will begin
where be la the popular manager of
, promptly at 8 o'clock, so as to allow
Becker-by
on
big
carried
business
the
Embalmers
Black well company, is in the city,, com- ample time for the audience to attend
reception
Commercial
club
at
the
the
20 Years' Experience In this City
ing up as a witness in the Socorro
county election contest case. Mrs. at 9:30 p. m.
Mactavish has been here the past few
North Second St
Notice.
weeks visiting her relative, Mrs. Wil- To whom. It may concern:
BOTH PHONES.
liam Fraser, and when he returns to
I have this day sold all of my interMagdalena bis . wife will accompany est in the Whltson Music company to
him.
Emma C. Whitson, who will collect acA. E. Baird, of Winfield, Kan., was counts and debts due and owing by
Introduced at The Citizen office this the said Whltson Music company, and
morning by W. R. Whitney, president settle all liabilities thereof.
of Whitney company. Mr. Haird and
A. D. WHITSON.
Mr. Whitney were old friends back in
Albuquerque, Nov. 11, 1902.
Kansas, and are particularly glad to
see each other. Mr. Baird is the wes
MONEYIOLOANX
tern representative of a large whole
sale dry goods company of New York
On diamonds, watches or any good
city and is on one of his regular wes
tern trips. He goes west tonight, and security. Great bargains in watches
hopes to put in a day in Phoenix, Ariz., of every description.
A. H. YANOW
thence to California.
Cait. M. Cooney, one of Socorro 209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postofflce.
county's oldest and most respected
citizens, is in the city today as a w it
ncss ia the Socorro county election
contest case. Captain Cooney is one of
He
stateuood's staunchest friends.
says that he has lived In New Mexico
twenty-siyears and has not bad a
The Pioneer Osteopath Of Niw Mexico
single vote toward the election of a
Cures by the
United States president. The captain
to
trip
the
has just returned from a
Mogollon country, where be has some
All Diseases Which art Known aa
valuable mlnlngproperties. He says
curable.
concentrating
thirty-toplant
is
a
that
Send for Osteopathic literature.
being put In on the-- old Cooney mine
Consultation Free.
and that twelve months' work is in
sight for it. Thomas F. Cooney is act21-2- 3
OfTjce:,
.
ing millwright for the institution of
the new plant.
Invo-l'aml-

. REMOVAL SALE OF SHOES..

1

urged to be present.
Capt. William French, the well
known cattle raiser, is in the territorial metropolis today, arriving last
night from the north.
C. H. Elmendorf, of the American
Cattle company, down in Socorro county, Is in the city and expected to meet
here this evening the senate committee
on territories. The latter will not arrive until tomorrow night.
Hon. William Kilpatrlck, of Madrid,
Is In .the city. Mr. Kilpatrlck was recently elected to represent Santa Fe
county In the lower house of the next
territorial legislature. He defeated his
democratic opponent by 249 votes.
Hon. H. M. Dougherty and Hon.
James G. Fitch, democratic attorneys
of Socorro, are here today. They represent the Independent republicans in
the Socorro county election contest
case now before Judge Baker on a
change of venue from Socorro county.
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